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JUDGE NAMED
CECIL REED
THE MASTER COMMISSIONER
AS RECEIVER TO WIND UP
STEAMBOAT BUSINESS OF
S'uMMERS AND PECK.
INJUNCTION FEATURE POST-
PONED UNTIL NEXT MONDAY
Judge Reed Empaneled Grand Jury
Yesterday at Benton, and Swears
Petit Jury is Today—Contractor
John Nichols Took the Bankrupt
Law at Chicago, and Creditors
Notified.
Yesterday Judge Reed selected his
son, Master Commissioner Cecil
Reed, as the receiver to wind up the
business interests between Capt.
John Summers and Capt. Arthur
Peck, who have been associated as
partners for several years. The in-
t 
junction tenure of the litigation was
postponed until next Monday by the
judge.
Summers and Peck could not get
along well together, and the former
last week filed suit in the circuit
court, asking the judge to appoint a
receiver to take charge of the busi-
ness and wind it up, and also ask•
ing for an injunction to prevent
Peck from drawing upon the firm's
money. The judge granted a temp-
Leary order restraining Peck from
drawing on the funds while the ques-
tion of a permanent injunction comes
up the first of next week.
Receiver Reed Immediately quali-
fied before the court and took charge
4 of the steamboat, barges and other
properties owned jointly by the
firemen.
No Court Yesterdey.
The county court was not held yes-
terday as Judge Lightfoot has not
yet returned from Creel Springs, Ill.,
%here he went to spend several
days.
Renton Court.
Judge Reed returned yesterday
afternoon at one o'clock from Ben-
ton where he went in the morning
snd opened the term of criminal and
civil court which remains in session
fee about ten days. The judge em-
paneled the grand jury yesterday
morning, and goes back this morn-
ing to swear in the petit jury which
immediately begins trying the differ-
ent actions before it.
.11.1••••••al
Pierce Oct 6 Years.
'Zed Pierce, colored, was a day or
o ago, in the Princeton, Ky., cir-
- zit court giver six years in the
penitentiary for breaking into an Illi-
nois Central railroad box car.
He is the negro found seated in the
ear here is the Paducah yards, one
morning xi% weeks ago with millin
try and dry greeds piled up around
him, waiting to slip out with the flue
goods when Officer Hurley caught
-him, and he was taken back to
Princeton, cottfessing he, broke‘ into
the car there.
•••••mion.111
Took Bankrupt Law.
Paducah  creditors 
• eeived notice from Chicago stating
the first meeting of the creditors
mould be held there June net for the
John Nicholas bankrupt estate. By
this notice it is !teen Nicholas has
taken the bankrupt law. He is the
man who helped construct the sani-
tary sewers here in Paducah eight
years ago and owes a Ow local peo-
ple, one being Conttector William
Katterjohn to'extent of several hum.
died dollars. The_ latter got his
notice yesterday kitt will not attend
the creditor's meting.
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP
PAYS A CITY'S DEBTS
Wellston, 0., June t —The good re-
sults accruing from municipal owner-
ship are well illustrated in this city
ivritich will have the lowest tax levy
for municipal purposes in the state
The levy will be 7 mills. Some cities
reach 22 mills, while the average is
17 mills. The water and light plants
are self-sustaining and help pay off
the bonded indebtness of the city.
1ZIst charge for light under the city
ownota-ship is but 4 cents per r,000
wattle
YEAR BOOK
FOR ALUMNI
WILT.. BE PUBLISHED, GIVING
THE NAMES OF EVERY MEW•
BER AND THE YEAR THEY
GRADUATED.
EXAMINATION OP TEACHERS
BEGAN YESTERDAY MORNING
Superintendent Lieb Able to Be At
His Office, But Too Weak to Re-
sume His Duties—The Lone Oak
Commencement Ceremonies Occur
Evening of June 25th in County.
This afternoon the Paducah
Alumni association meets at the
libiary on Ninth and Broadway to
nind up the business and financial
matters incurred by the handsome
reception given last Friday evening
to this year's graduates at the
Eagles' Home on Sixth and Broad-
way.
Another thing to be taken up
shortly by the association, is the
publication of the "Year Book"
which will give the name of every
organization member and also the
year in which they graduated from
the public schools. Only those
graduates who affiliate with the as-
sociation will have their names in the
book, and not those who have grad•
uated, but have not joined the ranks.
The issue of this book is to be
held off until every graduate so de-
siring has joined the association, so
al the names can be gotten into it.
It will be quite an interesting docu-
ment, and one worthy of preservation
by the members, who may also pat
in additional date concerning the re-
spective graduating classes. etc.
Examining Teachers.
Yesterday morning at the Wash-
ington building the examinations
being held of teachers whose certifi-
STOROY SESSION OFACIROLIMARD !HOSPITALS
WHILE SELECTING THE TEACHERS DISCONTINUED
STRONG FIGHT BEING MADE TO PUT MISS EMM
A MORGAN
OUT OF THE SCHOOLS, RUT HER LOYAL AN
D STAUNCH
tzuPPonTr.rzs THWART Tide ATTEMPT AS THIlle VOTE
STANDS SIX FOR HER ANL SIX AGAINST—
ALL OTHER
TEACHERS APPLYING. WERE REELECTED
—THREE NEW
TEACHERS YET TO BE NAMED
The trustees of the public schools containing the above n
ames, 'but of'
of thee, icty are "hung up' as regards fered a majority report as follows:
electing the teacher who is to serve To the President and Ho
n. Board of
in the English departmentdf 'the high; Education:
school for the next scholarstic year, 1 I respectfully submit 
to your hon-
beginning the second Monday in °rabic board the follow
ing minority
next September, They tried to settle report and ask, that you give
 it your
this point lase evening, but could not, consideration_
six members voting for Miss Emma' I do not endorse the se
lection of
Morgan and six for ,Miss Margate 'Miss Hall and Mr. Co
leman as
Hall, the latter of eithom resides in teachers in the public s
chools to take,
Illinois and has been teaching at th !the places of teachers to b
e dropped
Danville, Ky., college. The tie vote c.ithout cause or charge
s.
resulted after a hard fight was made'  I want to protest to 
the summary
I
to pot Miss Miorgan out of the city . dropping of Miss Emma Mor
gan's
schools where shre has taught with name from the list of re
comrnanda-
such eminent satisfaction for Years lions for re-election.
past. On this tie vote being shown Miss Morgan has 
been too long in
the board adjourned without filling the service of our educational system
this place. while all the other old to be treated in this ma
nner. She
white teachers who applied for their has gained the love and
 esteem of
positions were reelected' for another thousands of our best ci
tizens and
year. The colored teachers were lost their children, she has g
ained an al-
sight of during the excitement of moat national reputatio
n . for brit-
the session, and not mentioned until i liancy ad efficiency as 
an instructor.
after adjournment, hence thew elec-ihiany of our younng men And
tions will not come off until the next, women
, who stand high in the social
meeting. 1 and mercantile world, owe t
heir sue
The gathering last night was an eess to the able instruction 
of Miss
unusually interesting one, and for the Morgan.
first time all the trustees were pres-I Furthermore, Miss Morgan
 is a
ent at the same seseion. After the Paducah girl and we all 
know her
sesion was opened Chairman Wals-icharacter is unapproachable, 
she is
ton, of the committee in charge, re: beloved by old and young.
ported a nutnber of bills contracted Judging by the number o
f advo-
by the recent commencement exer-
 sates for her cause, she is one of the
cises, and they were ordered paid. trust popular teachers in the city 
and
The board then entered upon theindicates the sentiment of the peopl
e,
proposition of setting the &aria° f')/ et hich we dare not ignore.
next year of the teachers, before the I hereby respectfully recommend
elections were heM. It was decided,mis
s Enuna Morgan to your honor-
that every instructor, except those in ' able board and ask, that her petition
the high school department,: should for re-election to her old place b
e
cies have expired by limitation was 1 continue rec
eiveing the same 'pay favorably considered by you.
begun. The test continues througe which is regul
ated by their years o 1 The other teachers named in the
today, and is being conducted by experience, sts
ccess and good work- list of recommendations I also re-
Prof. W. H. Sugg, one of the school The princip
als' salaries we're fixed spectfully ask te be considered by the
when they were elected over one Honorable bole.... of education.
month Since. The four departmental! /.3.1THONY LIST,
teachers of the high school get $66, ,,"
per month, and the professor tn 
member of Committee sni Exami-
nation and Course of Study.
science $75 per month. A motion
was made to raise everyone o ft* 
Paducah, Ky., June title zeo6.
ony Bechenbarte Byrd and Petterimi
sst this manyybespeeches e3 ewnetr e
byrnadre:
five, $to per month, but this lost.
favoring the idea. It was then at- 
li quest of the board members.
trustees List and Bechenhach lead
a %tett, but as yet he is not strong 
tempted to get the eateries of the
enough to undertake any work. 
foie- lady teachers of this departmen
tlher side. of the fight, while Presi-
Schools closing while he was con- 
raised $5 per month, and the science tient W
illiamson and Trustee Wal-
fined, and the professors and teach-
ers all gone, he went over to his
office and is doing what he feels
like. He is quite weak and believe.
it will be a day or two before he
recovers his strength sufficiently to
resume work. He was threatened
with typhoid fever, but puttied
through all right, and yesterday said
1,e .had not tried to work at his
business. He has tonsiderable to
perform, incidental to adjournment
of the schools, butswill not take any
chance of bringing a relapse.
Lone Oak Commencement.
. The Lone Oak college will have
is commencement one week from
next Monday night, at which flute
principals.
There are four white teachers and
f*.ve colored ones whose certificates
entitling them to instruct in' the
schools have run out, and they now
stand a new examination in applying
for renewal.
Supsrintand Out.
Supt. Lieb was yesterday able .0
lit at his office for the first time in
professor a $io raise, but this lost
the vote being a tie of six to six.
Bechenbach, Byrd, Davis, Karnes,
List and Troutman opposing it am'
the other six favoring it. The mo-
tion to raise the four ladies and one
man $5 each per month then carried
by al? votes except Petter's.
Before the elections were gone in-
to the board instructed Superintend-
ent Lieb to issee certificates to Miss
Mary 0. Murray who lost her or-
iginal certificate, showing she made
stun did the most talking againtt
her. The president claimed she was
insubordinate to -the superintendent,
v.iiile Trustee Bechenbach showed no
arch report had ever been made to
the board, and that if she had been
the superintendent was not perfotm-
ing his duty in failing to report it.
Mr. Lieb was present and on being
called upon, explained where she had
rot lived up to the rules, and his
remarks were satisfying to the itx
who were with him and against Miss
a percentage sufficiently high to en- Morgan, w
hile the latter, on being
I.ttitle her to teach in the sehoole. A given the 
floor, explained her posi-
high schoo4 certificate was ordered icin in each 
instance, and this was
issued to Miss Katie White, whoreatisfactory t
o her six supporters, but
made a percentage high enough, but ,not to those 
against her, apparently.
a nice programme will be carried 
vrea overlooked when the decontents'Mr. Lieb claimed 
she did not perform
out, and Mr. O. M 
were written mit. ',her work prope
rly, while she con-
erWtinlzayhe mac)! -444:(1.4---0.- &Alit, led inn (If the 
whit° -teacile-eetteleehoite--italie-frever-asbeen
—tn tte
chess of the evening. The salutator- . enr1:nb' 
eing taken up, Chairman Trout- room since she had be
en teaching,
es oro, Ky., deliver n
Ian is Annie Lee Hamilton, of Wood- 
of the committee that selects end
 that his position was based on
silk, while Samuel Crossland, Jr., of 
the list of teachers to be employed,
 complaints from pupils.
Mason's Mill, is the valedictorian. 
only himself and Member Walston
read his Het. which was signed by
was decided to withdraw the 'minor-
'Finally after long arguments, it
t of that committe
e, and which docu-
ment included the folowing names:
Miss Hannah Bond". Mee. Fannie
Taylor, Misses Susie Atchison, fl, ma .Nliss Morgan fills. The_: 
majority
Male*. Arnhel- Mitchell, Ella.Larkin
Almost lXiePleted Ready for Use— Teesie Roolce. Lucy Mo
ore, Ester ,cetary
doCiiinent being confirmed, the sec-
Suit Against the Company. 
cast the ballot for the board
C;%vensboro, Ky., June ix.—Owens- Boyd, 
Lillie Dun:fine. Belle. Ford, for all the above list of teachers, ex
-
+/Bona Misses • Is.izzia. cept Miss 11 all who wants Miss
'system, 
new deep-well water works iiMoitibfris51.1einr°1717:t14Chelbemcitel
for the construction qf which 
' Rh.iothel,rmts,rs, 
. 
Jessie Morgan's position. Thi; ballot
Sac:loom worth of 't bonds 
K. Branderson, Misses Lora Bran. 
Antis eledtied all .the others above, and the
OWENSBORO'S ATER PLANT
sued two years ago, is nearing com-
pletion and will be in use within a
few days. Twenty-one wells have
been thig to.* depth of 373 feet and
they are expected to furnish an am-
ple supply of clear, cold water. The
large reservoirs have been built as a
head for pumping and a strong pres-
sure has been secured. . The pipe
lines through the streets of the city
are almost completed. The city coun-
cil at its last meeting instructed the
city attorney to file suit to compel
the old water company to remove its
pipet' from the streets. The ottl com-
pany claims that, its charter still
In force and will fight the acti of
the council
az report, and adopt the majority re-
port, with exception of
the English teachership, which
rtOn tathesine Thomas Anna Lhrk-  Miss  
d
• 
, teachersh p byitself. Hallan
in. Elanor Wright Margaret Acker Miss Morgan were both placed
 in
01Ik Wilson. Carry Blythe. Mary 0.1nomination, and each got six vote
s.
Murray. Mary Gray Cum 'Mire'. I-°nisel those supporting Miss Hall being
C. Diederich, Enema Acker, S Kati Williamson, Petter, Pitcher, W
alston.
1 ' N I
' 
vy-nite
isle. Mergaret Hall; Mir. C. Woodse 
Ga
'Merv.
SiObject to examination:
Misses Ellen *Milk, Flora McKee,
Addle Byrd. Ernestine 'Alms Hattie
Sherwip, Anna D. Smith, Lents
Thomas, Myrtle- Buky, Rose Elour-
noy, Nannie Colton, Amity Taylor,
Mrs. Kate Stuart, Mr. J. E Coleman,
Dr. fist is on this . cominittei that
eeltscte teachers and Ire refused to
sign the report of the other two
an ,ind Troutman while Bechcn
Byrd, Kettles, Davis, List and
s 'opted fpr Miss Morgan.
oca ,secat ballot, hut it developed
after the session how each stood.
Two hours having been spent trying
to settle the point, immediately after
the tie vote developed, Member
Walston moved quickly to adjourn,
and the meeting closed without ,,the
colored teachers being named.
U. S. GOVERNMENT ISSUED
ORDERS YESTERDAY TO DIS-
CONTINUE HOSPITALS AT
t e --
OTHER
MARINES WILL BE TREATED
AT RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL MERE
American Medical Society Has Ad-
journed Its Big Meeting at Boston,
Mass.—This Evening the Beord of
Health Meets For the Purpose of
Electing Health Officer.
Last week, during the meeting of
the city' legislative boards, those
bodies ratified contracts with the
United States government, wherein
eick steamboatmen will be treated
at Riverside hospital here at $1.30
per day, while those having small-
pox will be cared for at the pesthouse
for $e per day. This means that any
steandeoatmen taking sick around
here will bit admitted -to the local
hospital, and the eapense of attend-
ing him defrayed by the federal gov-
ernment.
Yesterday came weird that the gov-
ernment is malting simillar contracts
over the country with the city hos-
pitals to care for the ailing river
men. The diepstrhes of yesterday
also said that.the federal officials at
Washington had ordered discontinued
the marine hospitals at Cairo, St.
Louis, and two other cities, and that
hereafter the ailing marines would be
treated under contract.
The United States government
tieats free all sick steamboatmen,
tie the rivers are under control of
the government. For the past year
the marines around here have been
t'eated at Riverside hospital, and
now the government finds this experi-
ment such a sneers', the marine hos-
pitals maintained over the country,
are being done away with.
Senator Carmack to Investigate.
The folllowing telegram from
Memphis shows how the news of the
order was received there.
Memphis. Tenn., June to—Orders
have been received here from the de-
partment of the treasury in Washing-
ton to abolish' the Mlarine Hospital
located in South Memphis. The re-
moval of the patients, now number-
ing twenty, is directed, although no
other sanitarium has yet been desig-
hated.
This news was received late Satur-
day afternoon and was immediately
conveyed to Senator Carmack, who
It-ft for 'Washington that night.
Senator Carmack was much surprised
at the information, and said that he
felt it would be doing Memphis a
great injustice to- take the hospital
away. He said that he would take
the matter up at once with the
Washington authorities and make
every effort to retain the institution
here.
The orders have not yet been com-
municated to Surgeon-Major Eugene
Wasdin, in charge of the institution,
but it is understood that he will be
instructed to prepare for the ship-
reineosiable--geveenment—meatentieeadichoutoliana-
eroperty by July I.
It is believed thet the policy oi
retrenchment in expenses adopted by
the treasury department is respon-
sible for the action taken. St. Louis
already has lost her Marine Hospital,
and if the one at Memphis is taken
away, the Father of Waters will have
(.ply ithe hospital at Cairo, Ill., to
care for government Hirer employes,
sick or disabled.
The Marine Hospital here was
established in 1882... Tt always has
on hand an average of twenty
patients, and the cost of its mainten-
ance to Uncle Sam is $ta.000 a year.
American Medical Society.
The American Medical society has
brought to a close its annual gather-
ing, that was held this year in Bos-
ton, Mass., and attended by hundreds
of physicians from over tnis conic-
try. Dr. J. T. Reddick went from
hire to participate in the session,
and upon adjournment went to' Nag
York and other places on busineae
and pleasure. He is expected back
the last of this week.
Board of Health.
This evening at 7:30 o'clock the
'city board of health holds e meeting
at the city hall for the purpose of de-
(Continued on Page Eight.) (Continued 
on Page Seal
MISSIONARY
CONFERENCE
OPENING SERMON TONIGHT
BY REV. HUGHLETT OF
J AC KISON—FULL PROGRAM
MISS BRADFORD IS
NOW IN THE CITY
Rev. Fields and Dr. Davenport Will
Baptise Converts in the Tennessee
River—First Christian Church
Little Ones Are Preparing for
Children's Day.
. -
This evening the 27th annual gath-
ering of the Women's Foreign Mis-
sionary societies of the M. ,E. Mem-
j his conference opens its session at
tht Broadway church, the convening
sermon being delivered by Rev. M.
A. Hughlett of Jackson, Tenn., his
discourse to be followed with ad-
ministering of the sacrement of Om
Lord's supper. Tommorrow morning
the convention business meeting
starts and iasts for several days.
with about 125 delegates present.
Miss Laura Bradford, the secretary,
ai rived yesterday from Brownsville,
Tenn., and is the guest of Kra. Millie
Davis of Kentucky avenue. The
local committees met yesterday after-
noon at the Broadway church and
completed arrangements for the
gathering.
Tuesday, 8 Prp.ogr ..—Se noon the
Rev. A. Mt Hughlett; sacrament of
the Lord's supper, the Rev. T. j.
Newell.
Wedp at tria—Dievotional
services, roll call, report of corres-
ponding secretary; report of execu-
tive committee; report of treasurer;
remarks. Kiss !Barnes, etkitctr of Lit-
tle Worker; devotional services, Mrs.
Ada Cooper.
Wednesday, p. m.—Memorial ser-
vice, nrs. Hattie Holland; report of
women's board Mts. T. B. King;
reports from Dyersburg district; r'-
ports from Union City district, re-
ports from Brownsville district.
Wedlnesdlay, 8 p. sn.Address. Miss
Alice Waters, of Sung Kong, China;
address,aneiro. BtaaMiss .Layona Glenn. of Rio
Janeiro. 
Thursday. q a. M.—Praise and
testimony ennetinsr, Mrs. WI F. Craw-
ford; report of fraternal delegate,
Woman's Home Mission society; re-
port from Memphis district ;repord
Irons Jackson district; workers con-
ference, conducted by Mrs. J. C. Ot-
tinger; devotional services, conduct-
ed by Mks. J. C. °Stinger; devotions/
setvices, Virs. Ada Cooper.
Thursday. 3 p. m.—De von° n al
service; paper, "A Visit to Meryeire
School, China," Mrs. J. C. Sweeney;
reports from Paris district; young
people's rally, addresses by Misses
Glenn, Waters and Barnes.
Thursday. 8 p. m.—Address, "The
Evangelization of the World in This
Generation," Mils A. M. Barnes.
Friday, ei a. nu—Devotional ser-
vice; report from Paducah district;
report from standing committee
;
pledges taken; election of offieerst
election of reserve delegate to wo
rn-
an's board; selection of place of 
next
Tent Revival
Rev. Davenport and Rev. 
Peter
Fields will probably next S
unday
Leptize in the Tennessee river 
the
raeny converts being made at th
e
Methodist tent meeting on Sout
h
Fifth near Jackson street. The c
on-
verted parties have requested a b
ap-
tism of this kind, and the date 
will
be decided on shortly, and all th
ose
desiring w'll be immersed at ,
that
time.
Seventeen conversions and four
church additions were made la
st
evening at the meeting, .where Dr
.
Davenport spoke on "Death of
13aleshazzar." "Spiritual Power" 
was
spoken on yesterday morning by Rev.
Fields. The gathering last night eras
the largest yet, the tent not bein
g
rear large, enough to accommoda
te
the efewd., •
Sunday morning Rev. Davenport
spoke .on "The Model City" and i
n
:he afternoon on "Rags and Rich
es.'
At night his theme was "'The tin'.
amerable Question." Many eonver.
sions and church additions were%
rude during the day.
Children's Day Rehearsals.
All the children of the First 
Chris.
(Coneinued net Nee Riabt,1
THEI'LANS
ARE REJECTED
PROPOSED WY ENGINE.E.R
HOLMES FOR ENLARGING
PLANT TO 23o LIGHTS
Want Plans For Dynamos and Elect-
rical Machinery _for 200 Lights
and Engine and Boiler for
300 Lights.
The board of public works and
joint light committee met yesterday
afternoon in the council chamber to
/discuss the report of Engineer John
W. Holmes in regard to the •enlarge-
ment of the city electric light plant.
All members were .present .inclnd-
ing Dr. J. 0. Taylor, late appointee
to succeed Mr. E. P. Noble on the
board of public works, who as yet
has not taken the oath of office but
dio so before the regular meet-
ing of the boand tomorrow after,-
- noon. No'
Mayor Yeiser was in receipt of a
letter and a dortnnent from Mr.
George Edgar, of 'the Fort Wayne
Electrical company, giving his views
on what is required to 'fully equIp
the plant for supplying 250 street
lights at a cost 6f from $8,500 to
$9,000. This report was received and
referred to Engineer Hokum.
Superintendent Keebler also pre
sented a plan and specifications for
an engine and boiters of )50 horse
power, and electrical machinery,
transformers, etc., for 3543 street
lights, all at an approximate cost of
$18,00o. This ?myrtle-tit was also -re-
ferred to Engineer Holmes.
The tplans and recomtmenektions
of Engineer Hilmes embraced the
else of the present engine and boil-
ers at the plant by adding another
boiler and the necessary new electri-
cal machinery, tranSformers, etc., for
200 tights at tliis time, and which
would admit of increasing the capac-
ity for 250 lights by the purchase of
the additional so lamps at $ao each.
This plant, Mk. Holmes stated, would
last fifteen or twenty years, and could
be put in at a eciet of $13.7o0. Over
an hour was consumed in discus-
sing the report. Mr. Holmes explaie
ing his reasoes lor•the recommend
atione.
Objection to The 'report was made
on the ground first the Aneral coun-
cil had ordered figures on a plant for
200 lights at this time with engine
and boiler capacity for -3oo
This will necezeitate a new engine
at a cost of abont.43,000 more.
A motion was naade by Alderman
Palmer to receive the report and to
order Mk. Holmes to bring in plans
and specifications for .engine a.nd boil
ers for 300 light capacity and elect-
rica? machines, etc., for 20o lights.
This motion carried, by a vote of 5
to. 4. Those votinter.for it were Al
dormen Palmer, Hubbard and Bell
and Councilmen Itarnett and William-
son; they opposisgethe motion were
Messrs. kloble, Rialtliff and Wilhelm
and Courvilman Katterjohn. Their
opposition was :based upon Mr.
Ilirdene's being qualified to pass pa
the questia.n. an &her rseport
the result of a minute consideration
of all &tail' cenneeted viith the mat-
ter.
Mr. Hoboes wilr immeiliately take
up the matter as oteTnicdby the reso-
lution and report Its ithe. boatd..and
committee, at the ciarliestciate pract-
able. The meeting seljouened.
The board of pteblic works then
held a brief. tression andiauthorizet
The Paducah 'Traction company to
make changes zin poles on Madison
-street, And ale* refused the request,
to permit the bend stand to rernai
:-ort of the eteriel:et leesse.
NEW OlkLEANS !TOT
A_Eyfilit  TT-Ti MOSQL.in:
BIKE THIEVES
KEEP STEALING
ALLEN JOHNSON, COLORED,
AND GEO. M'ADAMS, WHITE,
ARE •VICTIMS.
Clarence Ferguson Claims That Two
Negroes Held Him Up on Levee
In Broad Daylight.
The bicycle thieves continue ply-
ing their nefarious calling around
over the city, and scarcely a day
passes but what some wheel is stolen.
Yesterday the officers got a report of
two that were swiped. Allen John-
son, colored, works at The Palmer,
and informed the authorities that his
wheel was taken. Mr. George Mc-
Adams of 1216 Clay street had gong
to the home of -MT. George Bondur-
ant on Kentucky avenue, and left his
wheel standing out in front while he
was inside. When he started to leave
McAdams found his wheel gone the
mysterious way of the twenty others
in the past month ,or two.
Bold Robbery.
Yesterday morning about m o'clock
Clarence Ferguson, of the Maxon's
Mill section of the county, went to
the foot of Jefferson street to see a
fisherman. Finishing his business,
he started up the levee and at Firet
was met by two negroes, one of
whoei covered him with a revolver
'while the two went through Fergu-
son's pockets and stole $10.75. One
of them took the money from the
pocketbook and then threw the
empty purse back at the victim. One
of' the burglars then "skidooed" down
the river front behind the ware-
houses, while the other went out
Jefferson.
Ferguson immediately reported the
case to the officers, who detailed
Patrolman Emile Gourieux on the
case, and this excellent slneth was
not over a few hours in tracing down
the men, whom he found out about
Ninth and Washington streets.
Ferguson looked them over and poai-
tivelyidentifies them as the daylight
highwaymen. One gave the name
of James Vanhook and the other
William' Williams.
This is the boldest robbery occur-
ing here for years, happening in
lsread 'daylight, and on the part cd
the levee where several hundred peo-
ple are always passing and working.
Grates Stolen.
Mrs. Jake Thompson of West Jef-
ferson street yesterday informed the
enthorities that some thief had
slipped into the stable and stolen
several fire- plaCetgratec stored there.
Low Rates to the Home Coming.
On account oi fee 1-1'.--Ane Coming
for Kentucky, Louisville, Ky., the
Sonthern Railway will sell tickets
from all of its stations to LonisvZIle
at rate of-one firsit class fare plus
twenty-five cents for the round trip
on jone If, Is and 13, with return
imit .of -June 23, too6. An extension
of this limit may be obtained to leave
Louisville not later than thirty days
from 'hate of sale, by depositing
ticket with the joint agent and mak-
ing payment of fifty cent fee.
An elaborate programme has been
arranged and the occasion will prove
exceedingly 'interesting one to all
Kentuckians. A number of sPecial
trains have been arranged for from
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Tex-
as and other points in the west,
southwest and southeast and a large
number of.ors-Kentiakians will return
to their native state to visit old
friends and,relatives. Home Co:Mee
'will be held ist a member of points
ahroughout the state. In order to
r n a sire
these celebrations, fiches will be told
ft 3m Lotaisvillle to peints in Ken-
tucky on June 14, 17 aneletfi, to origi-
n.* l purchasers at round trip tickets
to Louisville acwitint of the Howe
Costing, at rate of one first class
fare plus teventy-five tents round
trip, minimum fifty cents, with retura
limit of July 28, 1906.
Far schedule and additis.nal
maticio, call on any agent of the
Southern Railway or
C. H. UNGER F() RD,
D. P. A., 234 Fourth ave..
Louirdlle, Ky.
Will Spend $goo bailty in Effort to
Stamp Out the Fever Produeets.
New Orleans. 3 'Jilt 17.-A summer
sanitary campaign, having .for its
special object the eateeminatien of
mosuitoes which transmit .yellow
lever. wasinaaigurated in New .4k-
leans today. The city propoees fte
spend tout keit a day on this wog
-curing the surtuner swaths. The
work is based begely 'won the AT,-
yer;ence gained last simmer during
the yellow fever soutbrealn Mayor
,Behrman and a committee,, today de-
eided to use 125 tsborers and forty
tart- daily in addition to ,the regular
street cleaning force. flushittg sewer;
end drains, cutting and burniog grass
and we ds on vacant property arel
spreading oil ivver the sarface ul stag-
nant pools. The work is to begin
June afl. The expense is provided
for by an eppropriation of tile city
council.
adl••• 
-
LITTLE BOY DIED. 1
.
Son of Mr. Thomas Read Be Buried
olaT y at Oak Grove Cemetery.
..•••••=01.1•••••
The two year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Read of 41.3 N
street died yesterday,. and the re4will b burled‘thts trimming
1e.140e iln Oak prcite "tiftiltii
_ ....... .......
ICENTUCKIAN LEFT STATE
JUST EIGHTY 'YEARS AGO
Coming to Louisville With One ?Bun-
tired Citisens of Columbia, Mo.
Columbia, Moehine 11.---One lent-
deed 'well knewn pertose of Boone
coenty have given their names to the
Wabash agent for tickets for the
special cars .which will run to Louis-
ville Tuesday for home- coming week.
R. H. Smith, of ColiimWa, will enter
the contest for the son rig Kentucky
that has been away from the state the
longest period of time. He left Ken-
tucky in April, OW) and has been
sway from that state -eighty years
end ten days.
a
e'ere-
M'CRACKEN'S
COMMISSIONER
MR. MUSCOE BURNETT GOES
TO LOUISVILLE
TONIGHT.
He Is the McCrack,en County Rep-
sesentative Stected by Governor
Beckluun.
Mk. Iluscoe Burnett, superintend-
ent of the water plant, goes to Lou-
is-silk to be present tomorrow when
the "Horne Coming Week" festival
start. is the commissioner se-
lected by Governor Beckham to rep-
present McCracken County at the
gathering, .and, although empowered
to choose a deputty commissioner,
matron and maid oil honor, none
were selected by Mt. Burnett.
While in Louisville l'irr. Burnett
will get the names of people who in-
-tend coming to Paducah June reth.
one week from today, to participate
in the "Home Coming day" to be
held by Paducah and McCracken
county. There will be many former
pesidentsi o4 this cify and county
participating in the Louisvilk gath-
ering, and it is the desire of all to
get *hem down to the local celebra-
tion in order that all can be wel-
comed back home onoe more.
The main orator of the day will
be 'Hon. Hal S. Corbett, one of the
most eloquent attorneys of the pres-
ent generation, who will deliver an
addres. Numerous other features
have been arranged for the assembl-
-ae.e
Mr. Tturfnett expects to be gone
several clays at Louisvile.
Budwises% king of bottled beer, in
Sixe cases of two dozen
bottks to the case delivered to any
part of the city (in short notice. An-
hauser-Busch Brewing association
brand'. Moth 'phones 112. J. H
StefRie manager.
SOUNDS tin HE
FED AT SHERRY'S
H. BLEAKIE TOUCHED TO ito
TUNE YESTERDAY FOR HIS
ACTION.
Refused to Pay Whitehead for Din-
ner He Partook of-Two Cow
Owrers Before the Court.
The meal eaten at Whitehead'i
restaurant by H. Bleakie, who
refused to pay for
about the costliest meal
took of, as
about $15.
then
has proven
he ever
it ultimately cost
He ate the meal
par
him
several
days ago at the restraurant on Broad-
way near Second street, and then de-
clined to pay for the victuals. White-
head had him arrested and yesterday
Judge Sanders fined Bleakie $11:3 and
costs. His right name is Blackmore
and he is a tormer railroad engineer
who has been expelled from the
brotherhood.
Elmore Fathe and Wilmore Fathe
were each fined $5 and costs for
cursing Charles 'semen, while Law-
rence Duncan was assessed $to anl
costs for participating in the cussing
match.
Sam Lee, the Chinese laundryman,
and Charles Cook, the telephone
lineman were each fined $to and
costs for engaging in a fight Satur-
day at the laundry, where they fell
out because Cook had lost his laun•
thy ticket and Lee would not give
the other over his package of clothes'
without the coupon.
Matt Miller was given a continu-
ance Until tomorrow of the disorderly
conduct charge.
Howard Warden was fined $5, his
cow getting caught out on the street,
while the similar warrant against W.
L. R. Hudnall was continued until
today.
PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
Friday. June rs.
Address of Welcome 
 
President John S. Bleecker
2;15-What the Program Commit-
tee Tried to do. .Dr. J. R. Coleman
2:30-Outline of Program and plan
of Chatauqua 
Supt. James H. Shaw
2:45--Lecture "Psychology of Fear
and Worry" Dr. Stanley L. Krebs
7:30-Concert 
..... Lady Washington Quartet
8-1-turnorous lecture "The Smile
That Won't Come Off" 
 
Mr. Herbert Leon Cope
Saturday, June 16.
Children's Day.
School children of McCracken
county t6 years old and under ad-
mitted free.
10:30-Lecture "Telepathy" 
 
Dr. Krebs
a-Humorous Lecture 
 
....Herbert L. Cope
4-Concert 
 
Lady Washington Quartet
7.3o-Conrert 
 Lady Washington..
8---An Evening of Magic 
 Robert Wassman
Sunday, June 17.
a-Address 
 
Capt.
4-Reading "The
Lady Washingt
7-Chataucota Ve
7•30---Mlutk  
8-Address "The
.• a • •.• ......
Richard P. Hobson
Bronsons" 
A rnshnry.
one
sper.
Wednesday, June so.
8:30-Children's Athletic.
9:30.-Health Lecture.
10:30-"Frauds of Spiritualism......
 
 Dr. Krebs
2---"Dixie Before the War" 
 
Dr. A. \V. Lamar
4-Lecture Recital "The Eternal
Feminine"  Miss I lemenway
7:3o-R ceding  Mr. Anrsbury
8-Nicholas Nickleby 
 
Mr. William Stet ling Batt:
Thursday, June 21.
8:30-Children's Athletics.
9:30-Facts of Spiritualism as Re-
vealed by Science Dr. Krebs
to:ye-Health Lecture.
a-Oliver Twist....Mr. NV S. Battis
4-Lecture Recital "Dr. ILury Van
Dyke" Mite Ilemenveay.
7:30-Concert.
8--Science Lecture With Demon-
strations in Liquid Air and
'Wireless ,Telegraphy 
 
 Prof. 'W. B. Patty
Friday, June 22.
8:30--Children's Athletics.
9:30-11calth Lectures.
1c:30-Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Rydal Miount and Worth,-
worth  James H. Shaw
2--Ross Crane, Entertainer.
4-Lecture Recital "James Whit-
come Riley" ... Miss Hemenwuy
7:30-Concert.
8----Scientific Lecture, Radium 
••••• ......,/•••• • •.• •
GUI IRON
YOUR CORREVONDENCE
BY USING THE
"UNDERWOOD"
TYP[WRITER
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
WINN.
•
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
aet BROADWAY, NEW YORK
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
 4
IT °ENT. wrecLL COST TUk'. our big Irlilt BICYCLIC omnivore,
1 
111C Ifshowlet!la.1 e TizasIOUTiliteN UZI 
ef 
at ; !1St*
RAMO W any other masulacturrr or dealer to Use world.
DO NOT BUY A DWYOLE peke
or 0111 mg hied ef beau, esti/ yos have geasieed our complete I'.'...Cada.
imams illestrating ad describing every hied b*Ii.grado am(
mad weaderfal saw infers made pomades* by selling from facto*
eld patients and latest Isesitolo, and leers of oar reamer kab.e LOW
&net to eider with too middlemen's peufita
Off Os/No ON aPPIIIMIL 1•411••••I a cowl Irfresit, ray the remota ass
allber 10 Days Tree Trial and make other liberal terms wha h uo whet
house In the world will do. You will leans everything and get nits. h vale
able informatics by simply writiag sea pastel
to make mom411111tol  tatroang mem who apply at owe.
We seed in every town and can over an opio-iTt nit5
$8 0 PUNOTURE-PROOF TIRES ° LY.
•
PerP12" .80  $4.80a IntrefIssas
Woo Well doll
Yo w a Sample 
MILS, Tail
04 GLAS
t101117 LI
PM& for Only OUT INK Al
(CASH WITH °noun sans)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROS PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Keel.. the thick rubber tread*NV' and peoseture strips **ft"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can and -13,-,also rim Moir. "II"
be vulcanized like any other tire. to premed rim cutting. MU
Two Hundred Thousand pairs norsi in actual ese. Over Ur* w111 outlast any other
maka-110117. RLAMITIC awl
toventy-firs Thousaad pairs sold but Mt. BAIT R.1111210.
EirT7-11.k
ONEVIORIPTION: Made in all Rises. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined in.ithr
wi t h • epeeist quality of rubber, wHkh never hecornes porous and whkh closes up smallpunct urge
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied custcrrnets stating
that their tires have on ly been pumped up once or twice le • whole season. They weigh no mo,e thee
an ordinary time, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin. specially ,
prepared fabric on Mt- tread. That "Holding Hack" seniation commonly felt when riding on nsphalt
or soft roods is overcome by the patent -Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air fr TI being
squeezed out between the tire Ind the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is $8 5n per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to the rider
of only 14 to per pair. All order, shipped same day letter is rocteeest. We ship COD on a:•provat.
You do not pay a Lent until you have r.easained and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow • slash dietitian! of 5 per cost (thereby making the price 04.51 per pun-) if you send
111111.1. CASH WITH ORME*: and enclose this advertisement. We will also send 011T nk kel
plated brass hand pump and :,.so Sampson metal puncture paidcloseraougasfiihlle. TrOi  todesealbetherse 
returnedpuncture dopers to be used in case of intentional knife cats or 
hesvy
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on ezamination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us Is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Hanker, Repress, or Freight Agent or the liditor of this psper about us. If you order • 1,w
these tires, you will and that they will ride essiet. run faster, wear better, last longer al.,1 tool(
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well Messed
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to tend us a anuill trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
OOASTER-DIZAKE5r, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at fkrousiteuitt-up-waosta. saddle*. pedals, parts and repairs, a
pekes charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big NUN oar (-store.
DO NOT but write us a postal to
day. DO NOT T111 011`  n(•.114flpWAIT bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the'
wonderful offers we are making. It only WAS • postal to learn everything Write it ..O.V.,
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Oopt.0"J L" CHICAGO, ILL
Lady Woshingtons
Hidden fiend"...
 
Dr. S. L. Krebs
Monday, June
ólldiin'-Ph-yid-an -Cdlt u re .
0:3o-1icalth 'Lecture 
 
 Prof. U. G. Fletcher
te.30-"Five Big Things .in Your
Mead"  Dr. Krebs
2---"Batlads of (Bourbonnais" 
Mr. Anasbury, music, Lady Wash
Usgteme.
4-Lecture-Recital "Childhood in
Poetry" Miss Ruth Hersenway
7:30-Concert ....'Lady Washingtuns
.8-Hentorous Lecture "The Snolly-
goatee in Politics" 
 
 Col, H. W. J. Ham
Col. If. W. J. Ham
4-Lecture Recital "The Rise of the
Hfistorical Novel," Reading of "If
I Were King" .:Miss Plemtnway.
7:30e-Coneeirt ....Lady Washington.
8-"Richeiett" 
liktfletes   Wells:es Bruce Arnabury
Tuesday, June 59.
8:30-Children's Athletics.
:30-Health Lecture.
to:34a--"Dreems and Premonitions"
 
 Dr. Krebs
-"01.1 Millet in Dixie 
•,. •
Saturday, June 23.
8:3o--Children's Athletics.
9:30-Health Lecture.
10:30-Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Brantwood and Ruskin...
 
 James H. Shaw
-"A Man Among Mien" 
• ALJA-1 11, L..G. Herbert
4-Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
 Miss Hemenway
7:3o-Concert.
ft-Entertainment, Ross Crane, Car-
toonist,
Sunday, June 24.
2---Addres; "Lofty Peaks in Ameri-
can St ateerne risivip" 
 Father G. 'I'. Nagel
4-Ross Crane.
7-Vespers.
7:3o-Concert.
8-Address.. Rabbi Leo Manheimmer
Individual season tickets can be
secured from the metchants at V.50.
The same ticket at the gate will be
$2.00. By presenting this' ticket it`
the gate and 50 cents additional it
will be made transferable for any
one's u.se.
Children's tickets, 6 to 12, half
price-under 6 free.
Single adnsissitn as cents.
Children is cents.
Tents put up ready for use, from
$3.00 up, owing to size. For tents
see Mr. Will Hamad
_
Good Morning.!
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line at
en Hose;Nozzels, Sprinkling Sled.''
etc., various grades and various p rices.
Help your neighbor keep down t he dust.
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 13S South Paurth h... gas Kentucky Memos.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor o 'rated )
General Cartage Business,
l•uperior Facilities for Office
'Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
and Household Goods. Both 'Phone.
p. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
•••
••
6
`.
dCeneral Street Work of City
and Its Progress at Present
'MHZ CONCRETE PAVEMENTS FLNIISHED ON KENTUCKY
AVENUE OUT TO FOURTH AND MIDDLE OF STREET
THOROUGHLY CLEANED— BITULITHIC PEOPLE START-
ED STREET ROLLER YESTERDAY IN EXCAVATED PARRT
OF AVENUE—NEW CROSSING BUILT AT 25TH AND JEF-
FERSON STREETS.
Contractor Bridges has finished the
concrete sidewalks on both sides, of
Kentucky avenue from First to
Fourth street, having performed the
• entire work inside thre.et, weeks,.afteri
'the board of public works ordered
him if he did not proceed that they1
would take the contract from him .
Lod 6o tl. work the:rte.:lee,.
Yesterday the contractor's men fin-
ished cleaning up the street of whst-
ever material or rubbish was left.
This accumulation was carted away
and the avenue is now a finished,
reconstructed thoroughfare from
Yrs* to Fourth street.
Contractor Bridges' men are fast
*completing the sidewalks on Jeffer-
son between Second and' Fifth, and it
is belie-red that by the time this is
corribleted the 'bitulithic work will
have advanced' far enough on the
avenue out from Fourth street so the
pavement can be commenced there
and carried along immediately behind
the bittilithic operations. As the
sidewalk is finiched the board of pub-
hie wrnine compels the contractiors
to dean up the street thoroughly.
Built New Crossing.
Today Inspector notes !evil will
fitted] constructing the crossing it
Twenty-fifth and Jefferson streets.,
where Ihgrfirsflork, Pie peck>le could '
not get across the street during bad
weather on account of the grade at
certain places • being so high that
water accumenuated and bockaded
the way. Now the inspector has
taken cinders and gravel and built
• a high place so the people could
get back and forth across the high-
way during any kind of weather.
p.
Bitulithic Started.
Yesterday morning the huge street
roller of the bitulithic people was
put to work rolling the bottom of
Kentucky avenue where it is. dug tip
'between Fourth and Fifth streets,
in preptring for the bitulithic com-
oozition which noes down immedi-
ately. The mammoth iron inoits‘er
is being operated back and forth
up and down the excavated block,
and the bottom of the thoroughfare
made smooth and conepact, so the
weight of the bitulithic will not af-
fect the solidity of the highway when
spread.
The contracthr di* not a very
large force of men at work, but is
increasing the force. He cannot yet
tell just exactlym what day he will
begin placing the bitulithic, but this
may start any morning, accordingrto
how fast the roling and excavation
work goes on, disposition of that de-
termining the other.
The avenue hag been so light that
vehicles could drive through from
Fourth to Fifth, but the Fourth
street end of the thoroughfare was
yesterday fenced so as to prevent
anyone from passing and interfeing
with the work.
, Storm Sewer Work.
Gontracsor (aardner land Robert-
son expected to start their storm
sewer for Jefferson and Fifth ',erect
yesterday morning, but on account
of not having entirely completed
their work on Sixth between Broad-
way and Kentucky avenue they will
not get started at /MTh on Jefferson
for a day or two yet.
-REMINISCENCES
federate victory of the first day at
Shiloh would have been complete.
In that event we may-claim that the
recovery of Tennessee and Kentucky
and the confederate oc.cupation of all
that territory would -have certainly
followed.
A general who could plan and suc-
cessfully execute one such campaign
might surely be expected, with op-
portunity, to accomplish other things
c.i like nature; and we are justified, At Laying of Corner Stone of New
t:.erefore, in believing that had Gen. Capitol at Frankfort
Johnston ',fed to the close of the
war his confederate record would
have been inferior to none.
Moreover, it should be remember-
ed that while Shiloih was a drawn
battle, the campaign, beginning with
the retreat ,from Bowling Green,
must be regarded as a successful one;
a'rhough not nearly so much. so, of
course, as it would have been after
complete victory at Shiloh. The
plan of federal invasion, of which
tb•-: capture of Forts Donelson and
Henry were the :ni.ial steps, and the
concentration of all the troops under
Grant, soon to be joined by those
under Buell, at Pittsburg Landing
was the most important preparatory
measure, was thoroughly disconcert-
ed, indeed thwarted, by Johnston's
rapid concentration at Corinth and
subsequent attack at Shiloh. This
plan contemplated the occupation of
Corinth during the month of April,
1862, as early in the month as practi-
cable, and, if possible, before any con-
federate force had reached there. If
any such force had gotten there it
was to be beaten by the combined
aimies of Grant and Buell.
i Corinth was located at the inter-
section of the Memphis & Charleston
and Mobile & Ohio railroads, and
these two railroads•controlled almost
the entire transportation of the south,
from tree Mississippi river to the At-
lantic coast, and from the Tennessee
river to the gulf. Had the plan been
ca.rried out as originally projected,
end as soon, the fall of the confede-
racy would have occurred the federal
commanders had gotten to Corinth
before the confederates, preventing
Johnston from effecting a junction of
:he troops under his immediate com-
ntand with those under Beauregard
z.nd Polk, or if he had been attacked
i 
200 VOICES
OF CIVIL WAR•
Gen. Masi! Duke, in Home and Farm.
It would be difficult to induce the
people of the south to admit that
any man—even another of their own
most revered heroeS--is worthy to
be ranked on the same level with
Gen. Lee. But if any of the great
men of the confederacy shall in the
estimation of his countrymen or by
thc verdict of history, be accorded
that extraordinary eminenece. it will
be, I believe, Albert Sidney Johnson.
Not that the fame of the one is
commensurate with that of the other
Iden of action must be judged chief-
ly by their records, and no record
of the civil war, on either side, can
bear comparison with that of Gen.
'Lee.
Gen. Johnston's confederate career
was brief; closed by a premature but
glorious death before opportunity
was afforded him to prove by actual
performance all of what he might he
capable, and even the recognition
which can he justly given only to
accomplished work. Gen. Lee's rec-
ord was not only well night unex-
ampled as a master of offense-defen
ll!Ave warfare and remarkable in a
respects, but it was complete. He
served with active, Incessant effort
from the inception to the close of
the struggle. His name was identi-
fied with its every phase and vicissi-
tude. His influence and leadership
'were felt and acknowledged where-
ever the confederate banner waved
and confederate soldiers fought.' \ He
beanie the idol of the southern
armies and the southern people. In
the latter days of the war the con-
federate soldiers everywhere looked
to him for inspiration. Whether
battling and starving in Tennessee
and Georgia, in Louisiana, or Arkan-
sas; whether raiding in Kentucky or
holding the shattered forts of the
renast and the gulf against the storm
oi .b,11
mmediet e1y after such junction y
the overwhelmingly superior forces
of Grant and Buell combined, the re-
, suit in either event would have been
!almost certainly fatal to his army
end to the confederacy. His early
lciivination of the intentions of hisby military circumstances, utterly jantagonists, quick decision and
yond his control, subjected him to i prompt action parried the danger. By
censure as bitter as it was unjust. concentrating so speedily that he was
One of the most unmistakable esti- able to fight Grant singly and defeat
dences of his capacity was the fact him, and striking so soon as he got
that he succeded in so brief a time within reach of his enemy, he so
and under arduous difficulties, in crippled the army of invasion as to
completely reversing public opinion deiay it march until ampler prepare-
and recovering the enthusiastic sup- Lon to meet it could be made, one
port of those previously estranged; I of the two important railway lines
and this was not merely a compas- was prevented from falling into its
sionate sentiment evoked by his hands, and the immediate and ex-.
heroic death, but a real conviction tensive occupation of southern terri-
that he was equal to the situation, Itc'rY' which had seemed imminent,
which became general so soon as he i'.vas no longer threatened.
cencentrated at Corinth and advan- No one, however, can form a just
ced to attack Grant at Pittsburg estimate of Gen. Johnston as a sol-
Landing. i dler without some knowledge of his
Nor is it his least claim to mag- iservice in the old army, nor under-
nanimity and moral grandeur that I stand how great a man he was, ex-
he neither resented criticism which cept from the testimony of those who
he ke:w to be undeserved, nor was .knew him in his private life. In the
6ete:rcu .by it from deliberate adher- next issue of Home and Farm I shall
cpioicliecyto what lie believed the wisest .attempt to briefly furnish some of
this information.
It is generally conceded that the
Gne campaign which Gen. Johnston
ccnducted during the civil war, and
the one battle that he fought, should
rank him very high as a commander
In the estimation of many compe-
tent military critics, neither was ex-
celled in the operations of the en-
t!re war upon either side. He was
forced to abandon the line he at first
attempted to hold in Kentucky by
the immense numerical superiority
and better equipment of the federal
fteces marshalled to assault it; but
tile unhesitating promptness with
which he acted, instantly realizing
the nature and full scope of the situa-
tion, and as instantly proceeding to
meet it, quitting Bowling Green with-
out a moment's delay, evacuating
Nashville, marching across and out
of Tennessee, rousing meanwhile a
roar of popular indignation by his
eparen 
sacrifice__
—Of all he was ex-
pected to defend; but by this rapid-
ity of movement effecting a concen-
tration of all forces at his command,
of every available man, at the point
which it was most important to pro-
tect, in the vicinity Where he miet
hope to deliver battle with best hop't
c,f success, and at a time when suc-
cessful battle would recover all he
had relinquished—certainly all this
proves him to have possessed strate-
gic ability of the 'highest. order. Nor
can it be denied that the disposition
91 his troops preceeding his attack
at Shiloh and the successful progress
of the attack until he was killed, en-
title him to be considered an unus-
ually skillful tactician. Most assured-
ly his conduct both of the campaign
and the battle conclusively demon-
strated that he had in rare measure
that most essential quality of the
great captain—prompt, unflinching
decision.
In no campaign in the west during
the war was the initiative taken ukon
the confederate side anything like so
boldly and pressed so vigorously and
with such promise of success that
would have given decisive r4sults. It
k almost impossible to dboulet that
NO Gen. Johnston survived, thol. con-
WILL SIN& "MY OLD KEN.
TUCKY ROME" AND i'AMErt-
ICA."
monitors, they spoke his name as
a talisman when hope was failing
ond disaster seemed irremediable, and
believed that he would turn the tide
of adverse fortune and save the cause
for which we strove. This invincible
faith in him was as strong among
troops who never saw or directly
served under him, as with that band
of heroes whom he immediately com-
manded, and who had been taught it
by the many victories they had won
tinder his eye.
Gen. Johnston was not accorded
this universal sympathy, confidence
and admiration. Indeed it was the
lot of no man to receive such in-
dorsement at the date when he met
death on the field of Shiloh. On
the contrary, he had been the recip-
ient in larger measures than any
ether confederate general, perhaps,
9f that crikicistn which, in the ear-
lier days of' the war, spared no com-
mander who did not accorrhilish ex-
traordinary results with altogether
inadequate means—criticism from
which even Gen. Lee was not en-
t!rely exempt in his earlier command
- and his retreat from Kentucky, al-
though 
-perfectly - justified by WI
strategic situation and necessitated
Grand opening Ball.
Ozark Hotel, Creel Springs,
The new management of the Ozark
Hotel, Creel Springs, Ill., will give'
an opening ball and banquet on
Friday night, June is, 1906, and ex-
tends a hearty invitation to all the
old and new patrons.
MRS. DAN'I, HARkNESS, Prop.
—Trade your old bicycle !a and
get a new one from Williams'
Bicycle Co.
day.
•
Next Satur-
Frankbaxt, Ky., June ti.—Plans for
the exercises at the laying of the cor-
ner stone at the new capitol building
next Saaarday, are being completed
by the Business :dens' Club and the
Ladies.' Committee. One of the fea-
tures of the exercises will be the
singing of "My Old Kentucky Home"
and "America," by a chorus of two
hundred voices.' The dc:egates will
hi:entertained by the Business Mens'
Club.
The foil-owing is
the exercises:
Procession!—Crovernor and capitol
building state officials, speakers,
invited guests, military, civic bodies
and Fraternal orders, form on
Broadway and adjacent streets at
old capitol, under direction of chief
marshal and assistants, at to:3e
a. m., and will move at fi:oo a. to.
cast on Broadway to Ann street,
south on Ann to Main, west on
Main to Washington, south on
Washington to Wapping, east on
Wapping to St. Clair, south on St.
Clair to Second, east on Second to
Capital avenue, south on Capitol
avenue to new capitol grounds.
Master of Ceremonies—,Gen. D. W.
Lindsey.
11:30 a. in—Musk by
grand choeus. "America."
Invocation—Rev. Dr. J. McCloskey
.Blayney
Music.
Address by Hon. H. V. McChesney,
secretary of state and member of
capitol commission.
Music.
Address—Hon. Wm. Lindsay.
sMusic.
Ceremonial laying of cornerstone
and address by governor J. C. W.
Beckham.
Placing the deposits in cornerstone
by Hon. E. E. Hume, mayor of
Frankfort.
Music—Grand Chorus—"Old Ken-
tucky Home."
Brief addresses by ex-governors,
distinguished Kentuckians and ex-
Kentuckians.
Music.
Benedict-on—Rev. D. C. R. Hud-
son.
the program of
band and
S. P. POOL.
. 44141 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO
UNDERSAKERS ANDIMALMERS.
•,
BOTH 'PHONES a03-105 S. TH/RD ST.NO. ixo
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved 10 315 Broadway
CLAIM NOTICE.
McCracken Circuit Court. George D.
Heyman, etc.. Plaintiffs, vs. Equity,
Nathan Heyman, etc. defendants.
Ordered that this action be referr
ed to Cecil Reed Master Commis-
'Planer of the McCracken Circuit
Court to take proof of assets and
liabilities of the estate of Rosa Hey-
man, deceased, and all persons hav-
ing claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file the
same before said commissioner, on
or before the mat day of the next
September term of said court, or they
will be forever barred from assert-
ing any claim against the assets in
the hands of Nathan Heyman, execu-
tor of said estate unadministered,s
and all persons are hereby - enjoined
rind restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate except
through this suit, and it is ordered
that this order be published in the
Paducah Daily Register as required
by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the sth day of June,
too&
J. A. MILLER. Clerk.
By W. C. KIDD, D. C.
'HENRY BURNETT, Attorney.
We have-on-hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
r 5 Horse Power Motor.
I 51/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 ,Horse Power Motor.
I zo Horse Power Motor.
soo Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street
GUY NANCE.
Manager.
M. NANCE-
Kanbalmar.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
153 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAT AND NIGHT. OLD PHGISE 6gg.
NEW PHONE 334. PAnUCAII, BY.
WE ARE. NOW SHOWING THE PFST VALUES IN WALL 
L-1. .
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TIP
OFFER YOU. — • ....-
tl1============1
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is ushally sold elsewhere
St 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
xsc per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will'
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
Line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
C. LEE. 315 hay.
J E. COULSON,
P IMMO.
Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
1
INSURE WITK-
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office1 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REA.1. ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL, Es1-14"rxl. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 3. SAM
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE ;1ST
PRIM TO EVERYBODY. SEN'O-FOR -
r.DG° ekW. WINITTEMOK.e:. ee.au.04e. do.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam
 
Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 720
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE '
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE 414-a RESIDENCE PHONE gag
 •
Mattil, Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH, KY
r
1
•The
what it has to say and the board cif
public works has been fully altar to
the dangers along the thoroughfares
under reconstruction, and almost ev-
ery meeting orders are issued for the
safety of the public, but under the
present system it is impossible to
get quic-k action. Six superintend-
ents are subject to the orders of the
board, the city engineer, the strfet
inspectesr, sewer inspector, market
master, wharf master and superin-
tendent of the light plant.
When action is taken on matters
in any of those departments. *he
clerk of the board sends the notices
and papers to the respective heads;
as the clerk is not a member of the
board, his.duties end for he has no
authority to see that the orders of
the board are carried out, and it is
a week before the board meets again
and ascertains whether cir not the
matter has been attended to, neither
of the members being authorized to
act for the board during the irtter-
vals between meetings, and in order
to follow up matters promptly or to
pass uponsmall .M.tttie.rst that
continually arising, consent of the
three membgri must be ,obtlined.
President Noble hall struck the
key-note in an interview in one of
the papers, and that iv to clothe the
president with the power to act for
the board except when it is in ses-
sion, except nponuimportant matters,
and 'as this would take a reatir
portion of that officer's time, he sug-
gests a salary commensurate with
the service rendered. This of course,
could not he done until the expira-
tion of the term of the present board.
Each head of a department is sup-
posed to carry out the orders of the
board at Once hut it often (scours
.that a press of other matters causes
delay and no member of the board
feels at liberty to spur up any of
the delinquents. The time a person
fell in a trench on Kentucky avenue
some nights ago, that very 'afternoon
orders were - given to bridge th
trenches and p!acc barriers s!ong the
dangerous places. but the contractors
did not get the notice for twenty-
four hours.
It is mall things in all busi-
ness that need the • MOM watchful
care and those are the things That
cause accidents and annoyance.
are
lic is entitled to protection against
all possible accidents, a matter that
should be impressed on every con-
tractor and official in anyway identi-
fied with the control or supervision
of the streets, and the board of pub-
lic works should adopt such 4roles as
will insure its Orders being carried
out to the letter.
Municipal Ownership.
Attention is respectfully called, to
the fact that at Wellston, Ohio, the
water and light plants are owned
by the city an h those utilities are not
only self-sustaining hut help pay off
the bonded. indebtness of the city. In
addition to this the consumers of
light in that city only pa; fcrur cents
;per 1,000 isvattlist flor current. The
people who oppose municipal ownerI
ship of water and light either have
rtot inves *gated the matter or they
permit the corporations to do' their
thinking f them. Js
Owensboro expects 05 turn •watei,
into the mains of the -municipal plant I
now being completed by. that city,
in a few days. The city atiornty
has been instructed to file suit to
compel the phi water company to re-
tie- petits pipes from the strette. The
company at Owensboro has faught
the city owning a water plant for
years but i the city' has won out in
every court and now the city and
people are' after the) old company
with a vengeance. When the people
of a city. determine to -own a water
plant, it is folly for any set of man
todertake to thwart them. It is
erne that litigation is expensive, -but
it falls heaviest on the loser, and the
owners of the water companies are
generally the losers.
HEARD ON
THE STREETS
•IIV
"Now, that the cow liw 1, being
enforced," said a lady to me yester-
day, "I wish you newspaper men
you'd take up the question of the
curfew. There was once a law to
this effect. I believe, but if there is
still one in existence no attention i
THE ktaiS l'ER
'AMES WILHELM. President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
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(Incor.00rated)
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Projitting the Public.
"Without attempting to fix 'the
blame for the accidents to pedestri-
ans on KietittnFky avenue,, and without
intending tsPicisd-Wfirit if .-st•spect-
fully suggess4c1- thtrderxens ldok to
the board of public work for 'pro-
tection against obstructions in the being paid to it. Children of all ages
street."—Paducah Sun.
can be seen and heard—particularly
Sun is eminently correct in the latter— col the streets until after
ten o'clock at night."
The lady is .right. There should
be such a law, or if there is one it
should be enforced. I do not believe
in curtailing the ple-avure of the little
ones too 'much. They should he per-
mitted to get all the joy and pleasure
possible out of hfe, for childhood
passes al? 400 quickly; but there
should be a time limit at night, main-
ly for the benefit of some of the
children who will not be controlled
by their parents, who, in many cases
do not know where they are, and
are naturally very uneasy about
them.
Now, I too, have seen boys but lit-
tle over-., ten rears old out
as late as eleven o'clock. Without
going into details, there are a dozen
reasons why this should not be al-
lowed.
J
Now that school le ,ovei for the
summer, the little 
foliof time to play these long days, and
have plenty
the curfew should-be sounded at a
reasonable hour and the little ones
conmelled to go beMe.
• * • •
Street cars and traction companies
are the targets .for Shafts of abuse.
criticism and profanity in all cities
and Paducah is no exception.
Nearly every day some "passing
remarker are heard on W.e street
about our system, not altogether
complimentary. The chief kick here
seems to be about the noisiness of
'the cars, the slwielew and groans of
the wheels on the curves, the rattle
or burring noise of the motors, and
most particularly of the loud and al-
most constant ringing of the gongs.
Of course. it is,nepeasary tirer or-
dinary circionsfances. to use tS'r gong
to warh pedesrians at crossings. but
there is no sense in ringing the gong
all the way through the square when
the track is clear.
In the larger cities, the gong is
used only on approaching a crossing
and then struck as' few times as
possible; to warn a pedestrian who
is Assiut to cross the track; when a
wagon is obstructing the rails, or
when cars are pasing.
One gentleman said yesterday that
there was no use for the gong to be
sounded on many of the Pachicah
cars, for they could he heard Com-
ing two blocks away.
LISTENER.
"This Lt.fia •71'.1 the clever
Chinese art student, 'has no 'more
eght to be called Indian than your
American redskins have to that name.
For India ink all comes from China,
and India never produced a stick of
it.
"Anhui, my own province. is the
place where India ing is made-. The
the use of the royal scribes and the
official literati. Jt is only the lower
grade that is exported. This lower
grade sells at wholesale in Anhui for
$1,500 a ton.
"The very best grade of India ink,
the kind rich with gold, is worth
$75,000 a ton.
'The constituents 9f India ink are
colas oil, pOrk fat, tempt:Jack, glue,
musk, gold leaf and the oil of a
poisonous tree—the heng—which
grows only in the Yangtse valley.
"After the admixture of the oils,
the lampblack, the fat and- the glue
the resultant paste is beaten for
many hours with steel hammers upon
v.00hen anvils, and during that long
beating certain quantities of musk
and of gold leaf are added, the mink
to give the ink perfume, the gold to
give it luster.
"Afterward the ink is dried for
three weeks in rgolds. The sticks are
then decorated,' the most artistic
tribes gilding Ahem with very beau-
tiful Chinese characters.
"There is nib ink worthy to be
mentioned in the same breath with
ouss—sen ink i4dolent of musk and
liaright With gOid."
•
or the Daflj Register
yesterday
'ran away,
and threw
aod limbs
SEND 1.A1)
OPERILTED ,ON
DOCTORS HAD TO LAY OPIX
THE LAD'S • LEG YESTER-
DAY.
Mrs. J. A. Burradell Has Been
Moved From Hospital tp Home
On South Third—Other Ailing.
Louis, the little boy o'f Mrs. Linda
Townsend, was operated on yester-
day by -physicians at their home it;
315 Madison street, at which time th.t
1.tie fellow's limb was cut open to
relieve a great accurqmulation f pui
a
r
nd corruption. The' boy 
hj 
been
seffering frorn rheumatiss, an4, Attis
lariat fever for the JAM wi,ek or
two... ' . rtis. !'
Fine 13rialter
Mr. F. N. Gardner, Jr., is suffering
from - a brisken thumb, caused by
tr:pping over a plank and falling with
a rifle in his hand. The firearm
caught his hand.
. 
.
Thrown Out of Wagon. 
.
Claude *Ford, driver of his father's
stagon, was on the river front levee
morning when thf horse
turned over the vehicle
out .the lad, whose knee'
were painfully injured.
Cat His Chin.
Dr. F. B. Hitt, druggist at Mc-
Pherson's, has a deep hole cut in his
chine caused byfalling hop a chair on
which he was standing, reaching up
ori atie shelf after some medicine
The'thin struck the shows case in
falling.
Cut Ear Nearly Off.
Mr. Ben Weille is suffering from
a i painful cut upon his right ear. He
kis winding up the crank. on his
automobie when he slipped and fell
against the machine, cutting the ear
nearly in iwo, it requiring several
stitches to close the wound.
, Moved Home.
Mrs. J. A Burradell was yesterday
taken from her private ward in Riv:r-
side hospital to her residence at t333
South Third street, she having re-
covered sufficiently front the opera-
tion to be taken home. She was
moved in Undertaker Guy Nance's
ambulance. •
Brother Shot.
Mr. Clarence Dickerson, of the livs
cry stable on Jefferson near Third.
yesterday morining left for Blodgett,
Mo., where he was called by a raw,
sage announcing that Sunday „Shia
brother, Fireman Otto Dickerson. of
a railroad out of Blodgett, was shot
in the shoulder by a policeman, and
seriously hurt. No details were
given.
SOME CURIOUS AND ODDITIES
The biologist brushed a fly out 00
his beard. •
*It is early for these pests," he
laid. "I wish we could exterminae
flies. They are as useless and as
harmful as snakes.
"And how prolific! From June to
September the average fly mother ac-
climulatcs a family of 2.1000,000 chil-
dren. If all these children hied the
earth. 
'Rutcrowd mankind off the
"But flies, as it fortunately hap-
pens, are particularly afflicted with
microscopic parasites and with in-
numerable sorts of germ diseases.
These things kill them off, and they
are also kid u:f by birds and bats
and toads.
"An odd fact about flies is that
they never sit down. They could if
they would—Their hind legs would
fold under them like a dog's or a
horse's. But no; flO s-tting down for
Mr. Fly. He comes Into the world
on his feet and on his feet he de-
s. think of it, not to sit Own
ence from birth to death!"
TVONARCIIT
ir 410T REPUBLIC
SAYS A SYRACUSE PREACHER,
OF THIS GOVERMMENT UN-
DER ROOSEVELT.
Says We He Fallen Into a Scandal
Mongering Epoch—Dplores Pack-
ers Investigation.
Syracuse, N. Y., June Ia.—Chan-
cellor Day in his annual baccalaureate
sermon Sunday re-affirmed his atti-
tude toward corporations, saying they
wcre the logical resul of the great
strides that the world slaking.' He
again issued a 'warning gainst the
;assumption of too muchssapwer by
the president, and in referring to the
reports of conditions in pacSisig town
slaughter houses said that if on
hundredth part of what was printed
was true, people would Is: dying bY
tens of thousands: •
"When senators and 'representa-
tives," said Chancellor Day, "receive
orders from the executive, when ap-
teals to popular passion are made to
force them to action to which their
sound judgment and honest convic-
tions are opposed, the government
by the people and for the people be-
rev'tnes a misru'imer and a deception.
In that hour we are a monarchs
without the name.
"If you want to see an oddity," an
undertaker said, "go to a cemetery
and note how, in the erection of old-
fashioned tombs, • they lower into
place the marble slabs.
"These marble slabs are not lower-
e.d by means Of a derrick. They a, e
lowered by hand. The work is so
delicate, you see, and it is so nears
sary not to chip the edges of the
stones, that only hand. work answers.
"You wonder, I suppose, how the
men avoid pinching or crushing their
fingers as they lower a great slab of
marble on to its marble base. Well,
they accomplish this by lowering the
stone upon lumps of sugar arranged
in orderly lines and then gradually
dissolve the sugar by squirting water
over it.
"All the huge, flat stones of old-
fashioned tombs or vaults are low-
ered by hand on to lumps of sugar."
A German scientist, after several;
years spent in 'experiment', has cal\
ctslated the value of it flash of light-
ining in electric current at *TAM "it
'
I
-It is to be hoped that we are not
re dazed and daft by an office that
las grown great with our greatness
that it may be permitted to set aside
consts, senators and congresses:
"Recently pressure was brought by
a message, the purpose of which the
senators instantly understood and
ulich evidently was intended to ap-
peal to long prepared prejudices of
the people.
"Is this the method of legis!ation
to Which this great nation has de-
scended? Is this new way the best
way to make our laws? The people
should awaken to the danger that
threatens representative gove.nment.
Epoch of Scandal.
"We have fallen into a scandal
mongering epoch. The foul harpies
of slander have created a condition
and all of the civilized world it
nauseated at the thought of us. It
has cost as tens of millions of
money and the respect of mankind.
It will and should cost our self-re-
spect if • we do not burn out with
the caustic of a hot indignation this
sore of slander.
"The scandal. monger who drags
the people through slaughter houses
to exhibit in loathsome forms the
acysd of their tables by exaggeration
sad Mnisehatteen stories of things
that afseiys must he. offensive at
best, are mistaken agi.ators and
especially dangerous to US as
people at this time.
A man writes a book or publishes
a series of magazine articles Ind
makes frantic-effort to have a condi-
tion of frtnzy created that will sell
hnistoull-stnelling pages to a people
delirious with the fever of sensa-
tionalism. If what such a scandal
monger says were an hunds-dth part
trite, the peoplle would be dying by
true, the poople would be . lying by
of the meats they eat, or r. • doctors
all are mistaken."
Roosevelt to Urge
Public Ownership
Of Coal Lands
Washington, June 11.—Just as soon
as he is through wi.h the meat-pack.;
iag industry President Roosevelt will
enter upon another task, which
attract world-wide atlention and lead
In prolonged discussion in this coun-
try. He proposes the governinent
ownership of such coal and oil land..
as have not already passed to private
or cor orate owncrshi . He will
en eavor to prevent another acre of
land having coal or petroleum de-
posits from passing out of the con-
trol of the government, so far as the
ice is concerned.
With this end in view he designs
to withdraw from entry about 40,000.-
too acres of the public domain which
have not been taken up and which
are known to contain coal, oil, or
other mineral deposits.
These lands are situated in the
states of Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming,
Utah, Oregon, Washington, Montana
and the Territories of New Mexico,
Arizona, Oklahoma and Indian Ter-
ritory,
To Prevent Monopoly.
The president is taking this step
to prevent the country from being
monopolized and to check the Stand-
ards‘ail company. He has been very
much impressed with the manner in
which the Standard has operated and
in which two great railroads have ob-
tained control of much of the
bituminous coal east & the -Ohio
river and monopolized the transporta-
tion of the rest.
lie has been informed that ib the
4obnopoly of the coal lands now be-
ing exploited.
-He was forced to give attention to
the Western situation by the difficul-
ty he and Senator La Follette had
in preventing the adoption of an
amendment to the bill relating to the
affairs of the five civilized tribes,
which woulld place in the hands of
the lessees permanently all coal land;
row being operated by them in
Indian Territory.
He has concluded that the onlly
way to prevent the monopolizing of
the coal and oil lands still unoccupied
is "to make it impossible for private
capital to get the lands.
Matter Under Inquiry.
The attorney general is now in-
vestigating this matter, with a view
to ascertaining how the matter can
e worked out and what legislation
is necessary to protect for the bene-
fit of posterity these lands. There
is one problem about Indiait Terri-
tory which differs from that pre-
sented by other sections. In that
Territory the government would have
to stand as the sponsor of the
I nclians.
These proposals of the president
will probably be regarded by many
a, more radical and tending more
toward socialism than his suggestion
made in his second "muck-raks"
speech that large fortunes be limited
by a tax on inheritances which would
bring them down to a specified fig
tire and within healthy limits.
PUBLICITY AND PANACE3)
FOR CORPORATE ABUSES
HENRY CLEWS, MILLIONAIRE
BANKER AND FINANCIER
GIVES HIS IDEA.
The Legislatures of all the states
should respond to the popular agita•
ton for publicity by passing laws re-
c,uiring all corporations, including
banks and trust companies, to mak:
at least semiannual reports of their
condition. Only the insolvent and
the crooked would have anything h..
fear front this wholesale publicity.
The opposition to publicity shown by
the New York state banking interest
has been surpassed by some of the
small life insurance interests, as in
New Jersey, where it hai. choked off
[robing, and they have aroused fresh
suspicions and much adverse criti-
cism thereby., It is not surprising
that mailA are, led to suspect there
IS much concealed that ought to
be revealed.
This desire for secrecy is obviously
in defianoe of, kmblic sentiment, and
iegislaturets...shOuld make the house
cleaning thoroiigh.
Turning to OF, railways, we find
the need 04, at* tt r laws in matters
that favot s ri .,w;;Ifs the expense of
the many, as, (or instance, in the giv-
ing of rebates. To prevent these, not
a mere fine, which can be. easily paid,
sitould be imposed, but the offense
should be made a misdemeanor,_pun-
ishable with imprisonment. Railway
oficials would then, with the danger
of an indictment and a term in prison
before them, hesitate to violate the
law.
In the limelight of publicity the
irregular rebate-, practice of the rail-
ways 'for' the, benefit of large and
favored shippers would be impossibl•.,
and equally so would have been the
go-as-you-please and extravagant
management of the life insuranc-
companies as revealed by the insur-
ance investigation.
We are passing through a reform
—yes, a revolutionary period—in
business affairs. But good will come
can of it. for with improved business
methods will conic a higher sense of
responsibility and a keener percep-
tion of duty, which cannot fail to in-
spire correspondingly greater confi-
dence and produce more certain re-
sults. We shall thus have more con-
servatism in business and fewer
speculative hazards and crookedness
than before.
The accounting and publicity I ad-
.•;cate would, expose. check and pre
r ent_ the irregularities and the 0112
itian powtif abuses that have ended
in so many collapses.
A number of the local dramatic
critics, to gain practical experience,
are occupying the stage at the prin-
..
ences watch their hixtrionk efforts.
Three United States senators are
worth more than Sto.000.00n. They
are William A. Clark, of Montana;
Stephen B. Elkins, of Vest
and Nelson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Is-
land.
o; its own accord.
o' commons are tbtal abstainers.
White 5iegfried was polishing his
sword at Covent Garden Theatre,
London, the other night, to out .the
Se;r Wilfred Lawson is said to be
rejoiced ov the fact that iso of the
new members of the British house
anvil in half, the anvil slowly split
Just One Deed.
Nothing was done yesterday at
the county clerk's office except one
deed was filed for record, it being
an indenture wherein William F.
lloerber and Fred Hoerber transfer
to the Paducah Brewing association
one piece of property at Sixth and
Finley streets, and one piece at
Tv elfth and Harrison streets.
TheirDick Fowler skips out for
West the railroads and corporations ,Cairo" this morning at 8 o'clock and
allied with them have -a timeliest eogies back tonight about eleven.
  
WalteaialliZsbury see
SPECtACLES
EYE GLASSES
Properly 1 Gold Filled
Fitted $2.50 .
and Solid Gold
$
Adjusted $5.00
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER a OPTICIAN
317 Broadway.
RUING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD--
202-R
 si=n3:111
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY., IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 7g
NOTIC1L
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today;
2725—Hutchens, J. Rm. Ent
Tana.
1360—Lang, Fred C., Res., Cochran—""mr
Flats.
2777—Atchison, Miss Sue, Res.,
427 N. 4th.
2724—Ingham, 1.ark, Res., 130S
Monroe.
2723--Davis, W. H., Res., 1318
Madison.; 
,A-
2766—Griswold, N. W., Ree„ suck.
ner Flats.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the city over loon
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of the
city and within the comity we have
6,3 times as many subscribers as the
Independent Co. Yet we will place
1 telephone In your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
suppovd to charge aiul provide in
addition, long distance facilities
'which will enable yon to reach fifty
million people from your home.
Call 300 for further information.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE,
COMPASY.
it
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•Vincennes at Paducah •
Danville at Cairo. e-
. Mattoon 
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 Jrckgoit, 
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reason. Englishmen would not flockto out-of-the-way spots to witnesthe game nor to participate in it, andRather a sits!! crowd was out at it was played by practically Ameri-t he peek yemerdiry to see Paducah can teams before purely American
walloped once ..more. Vincennes 
onlookers.opened for three games and while t „....1 Ile organizers of the presentthe locals loughee)eard,- ttre eisitors
movement recognize the causes of
scored a victory. —Unless heroic
previous failures and are studiously
measures are adoptedrqffici,ds a re-
avoiding them. Of the two leading
organization of the . tea beat ball . .wir
spirits, one is a Briton and the other
is dead in this city tor hi
tan Anierican, who has resided in
at least. •
Vincennes—
Mitchell, NS.
French, 2b. 
 
aft r bheItee,4 England for the last sixteen years.• oth are keen students of football
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and ardent suporters of our winterpastime, and it is from football they
Wilkinson, 1b. .... we , 1 ,e,0 e7e3
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°Ste drawing their inspiration. They
Moran, ib. 
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 sentially different from that which
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- - gives its import to cricket. The• 'I 0 football partisan is a man who wantsWhitky. p. 
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Matteson, c. 
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: game full of life and activity andt , o
Totals-
•
NO INTEREST."
BEING TAKEN tie,'
ACCOUNT LQUIA
74t1t,
As Paducah Slides Down the Co
Lunn the Fans Quit the Game _
For Something More Cheering
Standing of the Clubs.
W L Per.Danville 
 23 16 .597Cairo 
 43 17 .564Vincennis 
...... . • 21 17 .553Paducah 
 tei 20 47Jacksonville 
 IS 19 486Mattoon 
 In 25 .306
that the men now behind baseball
grglgoking for suport.
-112. a recent issue of the Illustrated
Spurting and Dramatic News, pub-lished in London, a full page with
lendid illustrations is devoted to
alt. In speaking of the fame ingiand and its former failures the
Eilglish writer says:
le.4,14, is a mistake to imagine thathtfieball is something absolutely new
his country. It has been with us
, but has never got beyond the
stage of swaddling clothes and feed-ing bottles. To quote the more rec-
ent of the attempts to acklimatize itIon our shores, Mr. A. G. Spalding,the first baseball,, pitcher to win the
championship for his team, 'tried toplant it some years back, and a de-
cade. ago Mr. R. G. Knowles, "the
very peculiar American -comedian,'
attempted as much. Both attemptspetered out into failure, not because
of any inherent weakness • in thegame, but of the mistaken methodsResults Sunday. adopted in fertilizing and rearing theCairo, 3; Vincennes, 2. delkafe plant. Me. Spalding brought•Paducah, I; Danville, 7. ever two crack American teams to'Jacksonville, I; Mattoon, o. give exhibitions. The trouble wasthat they played the game too wellResults Yeatardwak to be understood by spectators notVincenne.s, I; I'aducah, o. ' versed in even its simplest require.Cairo, I; Danville, o. nients. The onlookers were puzzledJacksonvik, 13; Mattoon, 1. and not enlightened. They failed tograsp the significance of its variedSchedule For Today. characteristics, and, not understand-ing the game, they condemned it.Mr. Knowles failed for a different
21 1 5 0 ' 9
Paducah-- ab le 'Ws po a e
Nippert, A. 
MkClain, ab. 
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 .0.. 0: rd 0Wletzel, * 3 -01 1 ` b ,co 0
Lloyd, rf. 1 ,0000 1
Taylor, cf. 4-1 111....0 , 4 .111 • 0Perry. so. 3 0 0. 4 1Dowsing, C. a • 0 10 3 o
•Plimasic. . , ,•..fit .;• • 0 0 o
Miller, p. - 2 Ot
 
0 1 2 C
' -1,1.4-4.----•.: 7.- _i •Totals-- • 25 0 5 27 11 3 "For that purpose they have awak-•Brahic batted for lillippriWeeinth ened the interest of the directors ofinning. London's leading football clubs. Thisltris. . I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 o—RHF as not a difficult proposition, be•Vin. ... "-. o o o 1 ei o 0 o cs—I 5 't7
 cause these directors saw at oncePad. .... ..o o o o o o o o 0--e 1 3 that there was everything to gainStoke bases.--Barbour, Nfanteson, and nothing to lose in having their2. i grounds ludlized during tiheclosed sea-Sacrifice hit—IriatlIchi 11 '"‘ . • IPOP of the winter game. So it hap-Double plays—Mitchell to French pens that such club. as Tottenham.to Wilkinson. Hotspur, Fulham, Chelsette'' r WInel-Baste on balls—Off Whitley, 3; wich, Arsenal, Claptem OrieettelWift-off Miller, 1. 
nail. Brentford, etc., have establishedStruck oirt—By- Wnitlee. 5: by baseball clubs. 
.
Miller, 6. 
" "The organizers of the game recog-Left on bases--Vincennes, 5; Pa" iiiee that if it is to gain popularitydumb, t. 
. ', it can do so only by utilizing theTime of searne—taaae !services of British players. ProbablyUmpire—Griffin. !not more than two Americans willI . be used by any team and thete two4 Jacksonville, 23; Mattoon, r. only to form a backbone and to tutorJackeenvilk. Ill., 'Jelin it.--Loose the novices. The rudiments of theplaying and much fumbling by the game will be instilled into the be-Mattoon players lost the game to- ginners, and its lessons will beday. They seemed to develop e h e
- -a
 learned from its very A. B. C. Eachcase of it like rats at the critical mo- club will give every help and en-enent : 
• conragsment to its local players, aielRHE these, once they are initiated intoJacksonville  \ • 13 153
 the
 ways
 of the game, will go lochMhttoon  
',V, amongst their fellows as apostles andBatteries—Allen, (Belt;1 .-errYwn• missionaries."—Courier Journal.and. Schiseel. I
i
Cairo, 1; Danville. o.
'Cairo. Ill.. Junc le—Great battle
between two southpaws. Wagner
having all the best of it. Rolandrs
bit for the third day kr 'auctemion at
psychological moment won for Cairo
in the eighth. Fast fielding- all
i around. Err°
RHE
Danville 
 
o 3 3
Cairo 
 
151
Batteries---Christman and WIrade;
Wagner and Searles.
Umpire—Bush.
BASEBALL IN ENBUNO
Baseball is gradually working into
the favor oi' eport-lovInk tiAtheire
For years Americans hi* Med to
induce their English iierette
the big pond to take up our national
pustime, but in all cases they, have
, met with but little success. In. feet.
after a few short weeks of indiffer-'
cut and spasmodic play; the gird lieretolote in England wont down todismal failure, the Englishmen pre-ferring to remain at ebeir old: game
of cricket.
Those now promotingqhe sport are
an Englishmen and an American, and
.'hey are meeting with unusual, sw-
eetie. They have gone out tet f makelie followers of baseball among thole
who devote their time to football in
the •fall and winter erionthi: FOietbal:in England has hutedreds of -Minuslids- of followers,. and it is toithric
speedy action. To such an. onecricket ie dreary and dull. More-cver, the follower of football cannotdevote the time necessary to seecricket •match brought to a definiteconclusion. But the football clienteleueeds something to MI up the inter-regnum between May m and Septem-ber 1. So baseball's organize', fumesaid to themselves: "Let uiriilltnecur game in the stronghold or'foistball. Let us win over its crei4 4  'apa game which lasts onlly aWa football match and is as fill"df in-cident and kaleidoscopic change.
LIQUOR DEALERS SAY LAW
MUST BE ENPORCED
The condition of the liquor deni-
ers as testified at the meeting oftheir National Association in Letuis-
eville the o'her day is pathetic. They
said that last winter they had not 
y egeelatore.If they had had a friend, how miny
more extra sessions would we havebeen compelled to call to get a very
reasonable liquor tax! They said it
was time for them to learn the gain:.of polities from the prohibition peo-pIe—poor innocents, that have neverknown it before! That hereafter theyitr
must spend their money and spend it
et1Y-To get tfieir —friends into the
,legislature; that the diseribution of
'tracts, which • they had also learned
•Itom the 'prohibition people was not
ei ()ugh; (hat they Must hereaf er getinto politics. How trying such aplunge Must be to those who' hereto-fore have meddled not at all- willsthe representatives of the petiole.
But we had almost • forgotten thething they said first and strongest.They said that the laws must be
obeyed; that the great desire , oftheir association was temperance
and the enforcement of the law; andthey urged every member of the as-
sneation. to see to it that all statelawe ,evettle enheed—et Pent so .longas the people w ere looking at them.We have heard a great dealitrgotZ
e m nd Na me bow every •
entbinst of reform sentiment is fol-lowert by a Poioa of - apathy, but
1
"Help!"
Cry
ls"You 
Nerves
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all yourtroubles, and stating your age. We will send you1/921 ADVLCZ, in plain sealed envelope, and • val-noble book on "Home Treatment for Women."Address: Ladies' Advisory Deparhment, Th.Chattanooga Medicine CO., Chattanooga, TIM
G
AWoman's Burden
No matter what experience has shown, there will always be scmewomen who believe that they must, at least once a month, bear the bur.den of PAIN, as a part of woman's lot. They must, if sick. If well,not Periodical pain is a sign of functional disease,—a cry of your nervesfor help. To stliengthai and restore the ciiieased organs to health, take
lerrCARDU
"I suffered so dreadfully I just thought I could not live," writes Mrs. jobstShort of Florence;Ala., "and was in the infirmary for three months, on account offemale troubles. I took Cardui, and it ccrtainly has been of great benefit to me. Iam still taking it and am getting along fine. I am able to do my housework andgg_viiitinfr. I can't express my thanks for yadviei and.
 medicine." Of great curative powe°nbuut•over all derangements of the womanly functions.
AT ALL DRUGGISTS IN $1.00 BOTTLES
Commissioners Take Up Question
:Of Increasing Police Force
RE9OLUTION ADOPTED TO BE PRESENTED TO LEGISLA-TURE BODIES REQUESTING THAT ORDINANCE BEADOPTED PROVIDING FOR INCREASE OF FORCE TO 30MEN—RECTOR WRIGHT ADDRESSED THE COMMISSIONABOUT "RED LIGHT" DISTRICT.
A resolution indicating that the ,police commissioners will take full
advantage of the "thirty police" bill
was adopted last evening by the fire
and police comissioners during their
regular monthly meeting.
in taking this step the commission-
ers passed the document, which is inthe form of a request that will behanded the city legislators, askingthat an ordinatme be adopted pro-
viding that the commissioners electthirty men on the police department,this to include the chief, captain.lieutenant, two detectives and twen-ty-five patrolmen. The new statelaw adopted by the legislatnre at
rrankfofrt last winter provides thatthe police departments of second
'class cities, which include Paducah,
shall not be less than thirty officers,
:nd the resolution asking for the
ordinance, is in accordance therewith,
and shows the commissioners desiretaking advantage the measerrneCity Clerk Henry Bailey, is clerk &leo
of the commissioners and was r&quested by the latter to hand the
resolution In to the council nextMonday and to the aldermen the fol-
lowing Thursday night.
Rector David Wright of the GraceEtescopal church appeared before the
commissioners last evening and made
an address, urging that, some stepsbe taken hy the board to drive thediereptsteble women from the "RedLight" district, which extendes alongCourt, Washington, Ninth and Tenth
streets. The minister is a ,„reetrung
advocate of converting that Portion
ciC the city into a handsome park, and
suggested that the chief of police
could be, ordered by the commission-ers to give the keepess of the recoils.
and their inmates, instructiores to ea-cote that portion of the -community.After giving the rector an nudism:se,the commissioners took no action inthe matt*. 
- -
Williartf.
 Leonard of 444‘hanicaberg
2 n d Russell Hughes of Trimbl.-streets were elected to positions Ofstationmarc irr the fire dePirtment.
atalChief,f e.i'VeSEid0 rtOceresiale it
whet !ma . %YAW ileey shalt 'work.They •eekg" the4-iffices of ffydneyGilbert frrim the tenth and gaystreet department and Allen from theTenth .and' Jones statiodhouse.
Great Home Coming
Pageant at Louisville
Of the night events fixed for
Home-coming Week, the programme
for Friday night stands pre-eminene.
The night pageant and the armory
ball combine to make ,this evening
the most important of the entire
%Neel( to . the great majority of the
visitors, says the Courier Journal.
The floats for the pageant arc com-
plete, and the committee in charge,
of which Peyton N. Clark is chair-
man, is satisfied that it will surpass
even the past pageants given by the
Satellites of Mercury. The costumes
have been received. and the men who
will take the part of the characters
on the floats have been assigned
their parts and are ready foie the pa-
geant to stare Me. Clarke when ask-
cdeto describe the pageant and she
%%lark of urenaring it oiet
"The throngs of people on -the
eets and groups in every window,
on improvised stands and every point
of, vantage occupied M eager expeea-
lion by everybody who can walk or
crawl to the line of march is in it-
calf a great spectacle and when away
!beim the thoroughfare the red glow
of innumerable torches and shooting
reekets proclaims its approach, there
Is a breathless suspense while the
ir is filled with the announcement
prom thousands of voices of "Here it
comes.'
'With fiery serpents circling
through the cool night air and .blare
cf trumpets, martial music and shouts
of the vast audience, the pageant
winds slowly through the streets
while the people stare in wonder and
delight at the novel pictures present-
td to their astonnished view.
"In the pageant about to be' pre-
sented the material used would be
WC can hut believe that
f‘ysteria is being worth
the dealers,' association
Onto a strong upholder
"Of the land.—Woman's
in on Herald.
some of the
while when
is converted
of the laws
Dept., Len-
astonishing to the uninitiated, ifgiven in detail, but it is interestingto know that the foliage alone re-
cones over two million leaves, all
of which arc true to nature in color
end shape and varying in size fromgreat palms of five or six feet to tiny
violets no larger than a finger nail.
"The costumes having been made
ere fitted to each character who hasleen selected as to size, etc., for the
case, as in any theatrical perform
:Ince,- and the costumes laid away inboxes ready to don on the night ofthe pageant.
"No two costumes are alike and
each is complete ,in every detail, in-
cluding the jewelry and 'properees'to be carried in the hands, such asgene, eWlII J, tomanawks, bows and
spears, fans. scepters, hoes, axes andbanner,.
"On the night of the pageant thereis activity and energy, but little con-fusion so carefully has every detailbeen worked out.
"The floats are gone over for thehest time and axles- greased and run-
ning gear examine_de__A__hundredhorse, are ready, with covers andharitess„,ko draw the floats' with -t
man. in costume to lead each animal.
"Three' hundred torch -bearers, also,
costumed; are massed in a densegroup to vOrround each float as it
moves ferward.
"liaiu-shals, and captains of floats
are mounted and each looking after
his particular duty. The half dozenbands arc grouped in another place
to be located in their proper po•
sitions in the parade.
"Mounted police and military es-
corts stand ready and the immense
moving pictures are stetted slowly
along the sreets on which the pageant forms.
'The characters on the floats hay-ing reached the 'den' in the late af-
ternoon hi their regulation dress suits
return te the dressing-rooms, when
they exchenge into their respective
eostitmes and their dress suits are
•
placed in their boxes, which are after- Printers Ink Prevents Moths. • ,ward taken to the armory for the Slips made from printed sheets-ball. After a luncheon the men have been found to be much moremount the floats, each one taking effective in resisting .the inroads offloatshis proper place, and the
off.
'The
Start of Parade.
fire wagon, firing rocketsindicate the route of parade, goesfirst, and police wagons to clear the
streets follow. Then comes a platoon
of mounted police. The chief mar-
move these millers than plain paper or even
:cloth coverings, for the ink seems toIntake them moth proof, and the,t° fresher it is the better. For alit,reason bags of the newly issued'
newspapers should be fashioned for
a fur collar, or boa, etc., after every_
F shal and aides, band and banner-bear-
tinning *and pounding.
, Before putting away winter clothes,ers and then the Title float with t vveather the greater care_Daniel Boone representing the Ruler 
f
or ehe hot 
should be taken to clenee each article-of Prinftive Kentucky on his way togreet the Queen of Modern Ken- earticularly if there are spots madetucky at the grand ball to follow 'of grease, for such stains seem tothe pageant. attract millers. Besides removing all,I 
soiled places, every garment should"The pictures representing ‘Aborig- be hung on the line and sunned forinal Period,' "Adventure,"Conflict,•
., several days, then pounded with a
'Victory,' 'Settlement,"Government
'Aserieulture."Industry, 'Heroism.' small round rattan stick and care-
'Science,' Culture,"Achievement and fully brushed out. A day's sunningHospitality' follow in regular order after the final brushing should beinterspersed with bands of music, cap-'given if possible, and if the materials
4--
in the suits, etc., are Of delicate
tains, banners, etee",- . ,' ncluding eo
with more mountedepo apd after
lin4 
shades, that the intense rays of theheat might fade, the hest plan is to-
traversing the prineie5a1 'stiee, stops
turn them inside out before hanging
et the armory, where like: charactersdismount and form a pkOcession to. en the line_
After wrapping carefully in news..
escort the Queen and hell Maids ofbettor ahd Daniel Boone to the papers the next step in the storage'1 throne repared for • is to make sure that the closet ortheme c e"An miricate mar-oh, bf ithe cos- room in which the winter thing! are . ,turned characters on- the rimmens,, to be put away is clean, dry and col,floor of the armory concludes the for nothing is worse on either fuesr
or cloth ,than a warm, damp aparite--!,---trent. since such atmospheric •' con- '13ditions frequently cause garments toemould and encourage—in fact they
create—the existence
pageantrte The characters quietlydrop outito their dressing-rooms, re-
sume th,e.r evening dress and mingle
with the ;crowd at the ball.
The, late return to the- 'Dee: seem to almostwhere t light bearers and others of insects.are paid off and the floats are broken
Su-
 th
up and the material scattered to the If possible iehe store room shouldfour winds, for it is all tinsel and be well sunned and aired for several'gilt and paper and paste and is pets,for the moment's aditmetit2lAt; whichfunction having been (Uccomplished,its destiny is done.
FIlw to Prevent
'Motel;
Moths are a pest that tein the mostparticular housewives have to guard
against in slimmer, for as soon asthe windows and doors tire left openthey invade the clealete of apart-
ments and attack clothing, furs, rugs,
etc., and do untold darnaiee if tintle moved before they lay their eggs.Once the larvae are secreted in the
nap of a heavy carpet, in the weave
of a thick woolen suit, or buried deepin a for muff or coat, it is almostimpossible to beat or brush teem outbefore they have loosened the fur sothat it drops off in chunks from the
skin
ons small. yellowish millers flyingin rooms slimed be industriously per-
sued and killed lest they decide to
make a nest for their young in ,afavorite frock, expensive wrap, or in
an antique floor covering, for they
are the ones that do the mischief in
by depositing the eggs froni
which moths hatch. 
eNee
• Next to kitting these ireecte,keep them from emabliehile
selves in garments, or atiS+ of he ini-tholstered pieces, etc.; the'isturst wayto iitevcro attacks from Intuits is tikeetrall clothing, et.c., free` feom dustand air, and sun each •piece everythree' or four weeks and then wrapcarefully to make as near airtight asnylon& In a bag made of news-papers.
Store Koons.
days, then thoroughly cleaned, tee
wall: brushed down, washed off
convenient, and the floors scrubtieee.
with hot water and washing sofd•
and allowed to get entirety dry be-fore any ckithing is placed in it. Li
a week could be devoted to gettingit in order the chances of millers in-
vading would be greatly lessened. Telfurther insure protection the walls
and ceiling might be carefully lin't4
with newspapers and lightly pasted
with a mixture of flour and watt tmke p them in place. The floor miY
sired.beco v amcred in the se way if lie-
.This done, the apartment alueed.be practically moth proof, and the
whole scheme accomplish_d by tee
simplest home methods and vvithreitthe placing of any of the objection-
able preventives that permeate the
wearing apparel eith disagreeable
°(1°rs:Of course this method is 4.nly tem-porary 4fnort to be sure no larvae are
piece s ould be carefully brushed,pounded, aired and sunned at least
once a month, and then put back in
comparatively airtight bags made ef
newseapers well pinned together.—New York Telegram.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansvillle-
• -eseeelay and comes back again to!,qwrtour,
The. fohn S.. Hopkins is today'sparka in the E,vansville trade.
The Bottorff left for Clarksvilleyesterday, and coming back tomor-
row, departs immediately for Nash-yule, Tenn.
The Peters Lee gets ,to,citteinnatt---•today and leaves there tomorldw enterse back this way for .Mentphia.She gets here Saturday on herwaydown.
LEAOU K PARS.
PADUCAH vs. VINCENNES
JUNE 11, 12 AND 13
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRA%) STAND 35 CENTS, BOX SEATS 6oTICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.FOURTH & BROADWAYGAME CALLED AT 3: o 11 ., It SHARP.i
TS.
—e
OLD-TIME METHODS.
"When I was a young feller I 'moat
gerally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses was all on my
hands," remarked the old man to the
farm assistant. "Now, I take notua,
when there's any patchin' to be done Its
on the seat of a man's britches an' the
rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
on Lis issaj. a...A,: inven-
stions---contrapshuss to save a feller
trouble. S'pose it's all riga, but it ain't
the way I sym raised. Look at you,
now."
"What's the trouble with me, Uncle
'Dave?" asked the assistant.
"Well, you may be all right; I don't
•.say you ain't," said the old man. "On'y
when you came to my son's huntin' a
Job what did you do? You got out that
there diplomy you got from the state
ietricultural college an' commenced
- gamin' about centrifugal separators an'
electric atimplation of plant life an' nu-
-frit-lye ratios an' peruianganate o' potash
•-an' such like. An' John, 'stid o' sizin'
you up to see whether you was stout
• enough to do a.good man's work an' find-
In' out whether you knew enough to
feed a cow 'thout founderin' it an' keep
sober when you went after the mall, asks
yo a if you can run a gasollue engine an'
what experience you've had with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
• There ain't no farm hands any more.
• There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
.no farmers."
"It's different, that's all," said the as-
seistant. "We get the crops just the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the p'iut. I'm makin'," said
the old man. "You do it easier. You se(
• on a self-harvester-binder-thresher-
sacker an' go through a field o' grain
'thout doin' a lick more'n pushin' a buts
• ton or pullin' a lever, an' then you
think you're smart because you done It
easy. Look at you. I c'd wrestle you.
collar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like
an' wipe the ground with you, &sold as I
am. I could lick you with oneihand tied
behind me. I bet I can pitch two load:
• of hay afore you could one--but you'd
rig up a derrick an' a portable auto-
matic hay fork an' save time an' do It
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there is? You git out an' saw wood in.
stead o' gettin' a steam engine to do it.
an' your back'll be the better for IL
Pump water for the stock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord intended an'
you'll raise some muscle on your arm
Pitch your own hay an' git a chest on
you; boiler acrost a ten-acre field an' im-
prove your lungs, instid o' settin' doers
to a telephone."
"You aren't against the use of ma-
obinery, are you, Uncle Dave?" asked
the assistant
"No, I ain't &gin machinery. That's
all right up to a certain pint, but the
pint is that you're runnin' it into the
ground. Look at the advertisements in
the papers. All of 'em to save trouble
Why waste time izroppin' a razor? Whe
trouble to cook? Use the self-actin' this
an' the already
-prepared that' an' the
gatermatic t'other. Don't fool awn,
time chawin' your vittles; eat the pre-
digested health food that will save rani
Memo:lick trouble. Don't use the legs
that you've been welkin' with; ride. an'
• cave the wear an' tear on 'em. or stay
-at home an' press a button or write a
-postcard an' have what you want
"brought to you. We kin furnish you any.
thin' you've a mind to mention quicker
*az' cheaper an' easier than you kin do
it yourself by the old-fashioned meth-
-ode.. Ain't that it? You bet It is.
"I tell you if this Mee of havin' every-
thin' done easy an' without trouble
goes on there won't be no use of hien',
• an' we'll all git to be the eirnertest,
shiftlessest set o' teople on the
face of the airth. That's my judgment.
I may he mistaken an' it may be all right
to take life easy, but that ain't my no-
• Non of it. I don't feel natural with a
lot o' machinery sowin' an' cultivatia'
• an' respire an' merketin' an' snortin'
Lean' pufiln' an' explodin' all over the
place. lAte wasn't meant to be too coy
'There all 't no satisfaction to me to do
anythin' if it's too blame easy. I like
'to go up against a hard proposition an'
beat it out. I don't want a machine dep-
• allied to do my WW1' for me an' set
back in an easy chair an' watch It done
I;. ase my head witii the nest man, but
I want to use my hands, too, an' the rest
o' my body. By Puke. they've even got
contraptions for =kin' fish in' easy
"I don't want to sit on a traction en-
gineeto do my plowin'. I want to have
my two fists aholt of the plow handles
-an' feel as it! vrasa-rippin' the sod up
- Myself. I want to straddle the clods
eten' cuss at the horses an' dodge the
"stumps and in other ways work my body
•Iiis well as my head. I wan
Raw an swing the ax, an' shoulder the
• eacks o' taters an' hoist 'em into the
wagon. I'm a man an' n6t jest a swell
beaded thinkin' machine—or I used to
be."
'TVs just a case of 'used to be' all
-around." snId the asisistant.—Chicago
Daily News.
London to Rome Wires.
Tete-a-tete between London and
Rome, 1,100 miles apart, is the latest
telephone revelation. Prof. Majorama
• has 'invented the microphone for use
With the telephone, whereby experts
of London and Rome have already
• beld disjointed conversation. To
• establish telephonic communication be-
tween Tthis two cities is said to be
perfectly simple, provided the connect-
ing wires are thick enough. It is
merely a queetion of mohey. In tele-
phoning long distances sections of wire
are used, which are effective for inter-
mediate points, but perhaps not sub-
stantial enough for the entire dis-
tanee. Failing the necessary subsU-
tnlon of thicker wires the &item&
five is the use of the microphone,
which makes it possible to hear words
trasismitted over the thinner wires.
The longest distance for effective tala
phoning from London is ati
ellia Marseilles, 800 miler die'
sseeivaiiiiiieas,Leseisleameameasseas...„
l'irrrettier
HIS TH EORY TESTED. REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS. COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FAT
"Did you take in the temp'runce Zxtratmlina'ril Good Results Said 
Soon After Entering the "Preshies"
tare over to Wanehope Branch?" asked to NAV* Been Obtained from
the storekeel .3r of Marvin Parsons. ColtangoL
tineThey tell uss it was a powerf u
lecture an' drsie a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy buskin'
out my corn to take in terup'runce e
sres."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
ol a carrot wSich he had taken from a
convenient bm ket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, b3 Rule says, but it wart
discouragin' t..) a man 'thout helpin'
him any. Reason don't teen a feller
if liquor gets bolt on him. If it did
the rumsellers would have had to close
up long ago. You've got to reform a
feller In one of two ways—religion or
main stren'th an' awkiardness. Tint
was Dominie Walker's theory an' he
had a right smart o' success. 'Memter
ihe dominie? lie was the goldarndest
two-fisted, rawboned six-foot-two al
grit an' ginger an' hoes sense I ever
seen wrapped s in black broadcloth.
"Well, one r en e• he was down to
Tarkio tradin' sa se seen Lose Bruu-
emit reposiee in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's sloon, with the rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
crnariest mls'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the dominie stood there in
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
Only he says: There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness- may do it. 'Smilyer slmtlibile
kewranter"--that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to town in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Mose In
to' dsives off with him. When Mose
woke bp he found himself !yin' on a
heap o' straw in the donSnie's barn
an he was some s'prista. After a
a bile he got up an' trici to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
Lee no more'n peek out because he
wasn't dressed for compny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was !yin' on the grain chests
Well, the door was locked. He began
to holler but cotx)cly come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose—
just barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his ol' hoes.
" 'Where's my clo'es, an' what dye
mean by lockin' me up in your con-
earned ol' barn?' says Mose.
"Dominie Walker never said a word
an' Mose started for the door. He
hadn't no more'n began to unbar it
when the dominte caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up fightln' mad an' the
dominie jest knocked him down again
DiSn't say aothin' only jest landed hits
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be let
out. The dontinie didn't say nothin'—
just finished feedin' his hoes an' went
cut. After a while Mose got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door. Back comes the dominie
with a jug art' a bowl of oatmeal an'
puts 'ern dawn on the grain chest an'
soes out. Mose took a long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
" 'Blame me If it ain't half whisky!'
be says.
"It must have been cleat to noon, as
he felt sorter holler. lie took • spoon-
ful of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' then
went to work an' cleaned out the bowl.
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' be says, amino' happily; 'I've
struck it rich.'
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
eomes the dominie with a plate ea;
bread an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
ed to his hose an' went out 'thout ray-
in' a word, leavin' the grub behind.
After a while Mose got up an' sampled
It an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong?' whisky.
"Well, that's the way it went right
along. Never a word was said to him,
an' everything he ate or drank was full
of whisky. He got mad when the
dominie wouldn't speak to him au'
fought, but an he got by that was a
lickin'. The s frisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon he
got sort o' tired of it. Then be got
plum sick of it an' Italy the smell of
It turned his stummuck an' be began
to stop Win' altogether. Then the
dominie gave him plain food for a
while an' then the first thing be knew
he'd be getting whisky again.
—"FM' lresvereusalta donilnle,' sari
Mose for the hundredth time, 'quit giv-
in' me that blame liquor. I'm cleap
turned agin it. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. Say authin! I
don't care what it is, but say sutlaln!'
"The dominie didn't answer him
then, but the next mornin' he came in
with a shirt an' hat an' shoes an'
overalls. 'Put them on, Moses,' he
says, 'an' then you can come out with
me an' help me hill-up the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't hold
no converse with nobody, for as sure
as you do yos go back on whisky diet
an' I'll break every bone in your body.'
"Moses went out an' hilted corn
along with the 'llominle. Then they put
up hay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
dug cellar an' worked along all through
that Bimini's.
"Along In the fall the
charged him, cured.
"An' then he turned around an' sued
the dotn1nte for five months' wages, an'
the boys got together and gave him a
ride on a nice three-cornered Irene.
rail. He never went to drinkire again,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the store-
keeper. "That.wae one way."
"Yea—main strength an' awkward-
ness," said Haneock. "Th. other
didn't take."--Chicago Datly Nevi.
dominie di..
Consul General Guenther, of frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the delvart-
ment of common* and labor the sue-
ceesful treatment of appendicitis by,
means of "collangol," a silver solution.
lie writes.
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver soluble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water wire discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, in the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leuthirch, has
now used collangol In appendicitis, aS
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
In the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
xcepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment is very much
superior to any other, and-that he is
justified In stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect. But after all it will esquire a great
deal of very crttleal observation before
it will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statementa
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the came to
make • real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other head, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last_
I Light cases of appendicitis can be
I healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long.
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Didas-
kalia."
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness.
'la • couple of months from sow,'•
said a Woman who was matron at a
women's cattier,* for several years,
"there will be a food of letters from
girl freshmen to their mothers, aU
containing Gee complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so tat that my clothes went fit
me.' And the mothers will worry and
fret, and wardrobes will be sent home
to be let out
"Freshmen at the women's college
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first vacs-
Hon by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And it is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
"The food is always palatable, nour-
ishing, and of the best, and even the
moat finicky maiden learns to eat
everything. I have seen gbiS who
entered college with the idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
eating fried veal and onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively oonvenation to make them
digest easily. Let me say right here.
too, that the popular 120t.lon that col-
lege girls have midnight spreads of
Indigestibles is a wrong one. Such
I things belong to • boarding school, but
not to a women's college.
"Then there are regular hours for
retiring. Lights mast be out at ten
o'clock, and that means eight hours
of good, healthful Bleep. The out-
door life also contributes to the plump-
ness of ths girls.
"College girls stay indoors only
when they have to, and plenty of fresh
air makes them strong and muscular.
The umnludian is another factor. Its
purpoess is to develop • girl physical-
ly, and each freshman Is examined
that she may get the exercise she most
needs.
"Under all these conditions the
freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy
and this plumpness they rarely lose
daring their college course Even the
thinnest girl finds she can wear a
decollete evening gown after she has
been at college three months and the
fat girls Ind their superfluous flesh
turning into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College girt,
are always happy, and every woman
grows fat when she is happy."
Italica of the Time When Legal Terms
Mad a Significance Not
Known Now.
To most persona the phrase "This la-
denture witnesseth" is BA much Greek
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seaL" Yet t ith are relics of
the time when these legat forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
taining at present.
Legal documents were once en
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent-
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, sun obtain-
ing in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re-
mained a smudge As these original
thumb marks were not easily idedt1
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
l'required in  Jaw. thousb the need lasit passed with the spread of education,and the bit of red paper affixed by thelawyer is as necessary as the signa-
ture to certain documents.
A court of law is a reminiseence of
the time when justice sat in "- • open
court yard. and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Weise word
meaning • branch of a tree ivied to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals. 
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
•
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living' Whet
Is your trade or profession?" asked thejudge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, a pharmaceoca-
tagraphologist." His honor threat-
ened to fine him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was aui
right, meaning a writer of prescrip-
tions.—Philadelphia Press.
Not Square.
"How do we know the world is
round" asked the school teacher
"Because we know It Viet square,"
promptly replied the boy who had been
abeerbing knowledge About graft ml
boodle.—Ph ilad e I phis 111000111.
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Limber* of the Medical Profession
in History Who Belonged to
That Race.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bet
excursion oet of Paducah.
S8 nn For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleas=e, comfort
and rest; good stivice, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at e p. m
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
Why will you suffer'
Whr..n
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain
',Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 337 and
we will gladly tell won about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORIS.I
Seventh and Jackson St 'Phone 537,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 311.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
During the pain in a very few
J. 0. Oehlschiaeuer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63,
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 128
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence 1041 Uay, Via Phone 1692
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trushart ktuSelbs.
 em
An Interesting survey of Jews as
members of our profession is to be ob-
tained from a little work est:: ed
"Au:11mM Aerate end ihr Eintiess sat
dma Judentern," which, says the Med-
ical Record, has been issued by Dr.
Simon ScherbeL One of the most
rrominent of the earlier personages
mentioned is Chasdal. who became a
salaister under the Calif Abdul-Rah-
man III., and did much to eatahlisk
the position of the Jews among Ow
Moslems In Spain during the tentli6e.
tury, as well as to foster the study us
the Talmud in that country. Jhekuds
Halevi, who lived 100 years later, wet
a busy physician who was also the
author of distinguished practical anc
phlloeephical works. The grew
btainronides of Cordova is include'
among the list of physicians by the
author, who says that he created whit,
is almost a new Talmud, and allege.
that Richard Coeur de Leon wished
make him his court physician, in mete
of the edicts of Popes Engenius. bean
elm and Calixtus that Christian'
should not employ Jewish physicians
In Spain many years before thee wen
practically the only practitioners o
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
ander In. had as personal physician
Jew, Bonet de Late', who subsequent],
became attached to the court of Loui,
X. The edict against Jewish physi
clans was finally rallied by Sixtus V.
largely at the instigation of two time
celebrated physicians. David de Potato
and Ella Nontsdto. In the latter part
of the eigtteenth century Mendel,
sohn's efforts In behalf of his 00121
ratriote were ably seconded by his
friend, the physician Marcus Hers, who
contributed much toward the elevation
of the Jews in Germany. In still
more recent time Ascher, Steinheine
-Metes -and.--Johanza-Jaaaby haus—been
promiaeat and Q. author closes his
enumeration with the widely known
names of Strassmann, Neumann
Baginsky and Senator.
Bit of Westmoreland.
The Vestaeoreland WA are the re-
mains of an infinitely older world—
Monts decayed, but of a great race and
. ancestry; they have the finish, the
delicate or noble loveliness—one might
almost say the manner—that eomee oi
Wog and gentle companionship with
these chief forces that make for nat-
ter] beauty—with air am o water, with
Neutereds suns and too abundant
retnp. IBeelde them the Alps are in-
lortnan: the Apennines, more forest-
grown besips--meuntsine In the ;male
[fig; while all that /Roland gains from
tlee eapy eisvoinbing glory of it. heath-
Wailtasoreland, which is almost
, thtret Owe to an lailnitode
ter.sskes, tints, curve* and group-
ings. to toodites of magic( Mid to lines
vite ternee..1* silver losing no wild
:,,ototateotpleie and rock that be-
liff right to a mountain world.—
Ipiroliroth Math.
TN.-18mM moth known is the
hirrag.in China, the w
-11114114re alio inches
dimmmweetemetaiNeek,
.........amiteraghseeeareete„,4,,,,em eet
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth. 'go&
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Louisville 
Lea.ie Owensboro  
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville  
Leave Evansville  
Leave Nashville  
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pfneeton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gish,, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
No. tot
8:so a.m.
12:01 p.m.
2:28 p.m.
3:30 co.02.
4:08 930.
12:50 p.02.
Arrive Memphis
4:55 p.m.
6:to p.m.
615 p.m.
:20 p.m
8:o6 pm.
8:13 p.m,
Arrive New Orleans 
 to p m
to 33 a.m.
No. 103 No. 121
6:00 p.m.
9:40 p.m. 7:30 a.zn.
6.3o pm. 900 a.m.
12:08 a.m. 11:05 a.m.
:o3 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
1:40 a.m. I :38 p.m.
4:40 P.m. 8:30 &M.
7:00 pm. 8:os a.m.
9:45 p.m. It 20 11.111.
2•27 am. 2 35 Dm-
3 :40 a.m. 4:15 P.m.
3:45 am. 4-20 pm.
4:50 &M. 6:00 p in.
5:51 a.m.
6:or a.m
7:15
8:ao a.m.
8:ts p.m.
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives 
No.
; 10
6.45
8o
102
p.m.
ALM.
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
A-rive Princeon 
Air•%e Hopkirrv'Ile 
Arrive Naehvilie 
Arrive f van ville 
Arrive Nortenville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
An-ire Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
•• • •
1015 a.m
it 20 &M.
1125 a.m.
1230 pm.
6- is p.m.
925 I)
3'45 p.m.
I :28 p.m.
2 05 p.m.
3 o6
55 p.rn
ells P-01-
0 re p.m
No. 104
9:15
8.so p.m
to:10 p.01
11:38 p.m
T2:35 a.m.
1:43
148 a.m.
3-o3 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
8:to a.m
ei:45
j:st a.m.
4:30 lene
SIR a.m.
8 :co a.m.
7:so a.m.
12:00 110011T
No. ma
6:oo a.m.
7:4o a.m.
7:so a.m.
pap a.m.
f0:35 LIR
11:3o am.
rz:ss p.m.
.41.5
4:55 p.m.'
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah 
 12:40 p.1111. 4:30 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale 
 4 25 P.m. 8:40 p.m.
'Arrive Chicago 
 
 6: vo a.m 6:313 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis 
 8:30 p.m 720 a.m.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah 
, 04,041•Nkomeee
No. 305 No.
745 a.m. 50:40 pan.
2:50 Lot 6:30 p.m.
11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.m.
3:35 Pin. 1 1 :oo a.m.
CAIRO
-NASHVILLE LENS.
_NORT.___ 
_BOUND__ I01-8nt 135- 8-31teave a v hville 
 11:10
Leivc Hopkinsville 
 11:20
Leave Princeton 
 2:35
Arrive Paducah 
 4:15
Leave Paducah 
 6•15
Arrive Cairo 
 7:45
Arr:ve St. Louis
Arrive Chicago 
, ... 7-20
6:30
a.m.
p.111.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a. m.
a.m.
6'40 a.121.
7:45 a•rn.
9:25 a.m.
9:3o a.m.
11:to a.m
4:30 Pin.
9:30 P.m.
122-822
Leave Chicago 
SOUTH BOUND 
6:20 p.m
Leave St.Loisis 
6:oo a.m
Arrive Paducah 
 
9'40 p.m
Leave Cairo 
7:45 e
7:50 a.m.
•ni
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 9:29 a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
---
,
Trains, marked ( 
tr
*) run daily except Sunday. All other ains rimdaily. Trains tol aid 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.Memphis and New Odom.; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louis-ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Bet and 822 sleepers betweenPaducah add St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicagoeleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky,
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky,F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A, CI P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, /11.
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A., St. Louis, Mo.
136-836
9:40 a.m.
1:50 p.m.
5:55 Pm.
7:40 
p.m.
3:10 p.m.
4:45 P.m
6:to p.m.
9:25 pm.
111101k1,41121Las
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RIJNO BY BREEZES.
IOW OR GLASS AND METAL
- /LASE SWEET MUSIC.
Range in Price from Twenty-rive
Cents to Two Hundred Dol-
lars—Where They Are
Used.
The wind bell, as its name implies,
Is made to ring by the action of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is not a
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a
contrivance composed of a number of
pendants suspended in a clecie from
a ring and hung close together so that
they will come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when swayed by the
wines.
Some wind bells produoe mounds that
are very pleasing and musical. Some
are made with glass pendants, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple in construction.
Others are large and massive and
elaborate.
Wind bells range In price from 25
cents to $200. The criginal horns of
the wind bell is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell Is
composed of a number of narrow
strips of glass, perhaps six inches in
length, suspended lengthwise from a
wire ring about two inches in diam-
eter. 'Witbin the circle formed by the
strips thus suspended is hung by one
corner a MU* square piece of glass
half way down the length of the long
strips, the strips and the square piece
being ornamented with various Japan-
ese characters and designs. This wind
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contact with cue another and with the
square suspended among them.
But slightly more expensive than
this simplest form of wind bell are
4 others of glees, with pendants of dif-
tomtit. lengths, and with a number of
squares of different sizes, such a wind
bell producing a greater variety of
tones.
Another inexpenetve sort of wind
bell him a number of very small bell
shaped metal objects suspended on a
cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
banging from cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal objects when the
bell is swayed by the wind.
Still another not costly form of wind
bell has for pendants a member of
variously colored leaf shaped pieces
of metal, metallic leaves of various
forms and sizes, suspended around
from a ring by cords. The wind blows
thee* leaves together, producing—the
leaves being of different sizes and
t b nesse•—• variety of musical
torsos
A metallic wind Neil that sells for
IS and occupies vertically a space of
about three feet has, suspended around
from a ring abet t a foot In diameter,
a number of pendants, each comrinieled
of several curious metal objects strung
one below the other. Below this circle
of pendants and hanging from the
center of the support of the bell is a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
the lantern being about • foot in
height
A larger wind bell of metal, one that
sells for $75, has no lantern, but a
bigger hoop and longer and larger and
more numerous pendants, each com-
posel of several metal objects at-
tached one below the other.
A strange, If not grotesque, wind
.0 metal, one that sells for $200.
has for a top piece a solid metal con-
struetion two feet or more In diameter
and shaped like a great shallow bowl,
and here hanging ioverted and with
the pendants hanging three feet or
more in length around from its outer
edge. The pendants of this great wind
bell, each composed of a number of
oddly shaped objects suspended one
below the other along in vary in
length, and at the end of a number
of the pendante hang odd small belle
with tongues.
Wind bells in their less expensive
and more familiar forms are hung on
porches In summer, where the treezeo
ean play with them and make them
tinkle or produce their musical
sounds. In winter eerie aind bells
may be hung at windowl more or less
likely to be openee at the top, where
the wind can strike theta.
That wind bell of metal with the
lantern hanging below it  oraulgoegalo
ably be hung in a hall, where It would
be sounded wnen the door was opened.
The great wind bell would, in Japan,
be hung in some temple's grounds,
and probably near the gate. Here it
would be hung lo a garaen.
Clancy's Horse in a Race.
A noted man in Springfield was Mi-
chael Clancy, a con tractor, who had be-
come rich. He bought a string of horses
and entered them for the Saratoga meet.
He raced his horses for the fun of it,
and rarely bet. Ow day be bad a horse
entered that seemed to have so excel-
lent a chance to win that he bet ten dol-
liov on it.
When the horses got away Clarecy
...toad in the grand stand watching them
through Lis field glasses. Some of his
friends, knewing of the ten dollar bet,
erowded about and began to joke him.
"Where's your horse now?" c'laney
was asked.
Clancy surveyed the field carefully.
can't quite make out," he replied,
"whether he is last in the third race or
first In the fourth "—Boston Herald.
Observant Youth.
"Say, Bob." said the small girt to the
email boy. "what are relations?"
"Relations." was the answer, "are
to! ire that keep Mother working so hard
fee ferthey'll come around on a toter ef
inspectiou sad say she Isn't a Wed
bou.sekeoper."--Waablitztou RN%
AWAKENED SY THE KAISER
peror Dement rpm a
Subject Whose Hearing
Was Poor.
--
During the last maneuvers of the
German army the kaiser rose one
morning at daybreak in order to get
a general impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, followed by his en-
tire staff, he made for a distant kill
that commanded an extensive view, re-
lates the London Chronicle. There
was a village on the hill, and the else.
taring of the horses' hoofs on the cob-
bles brought most of the inhabitants
to their windows. The one person
who slept through the din was a deaf
old chemist, whose fiat-roofed resi-
dence was perched right on the sum-
mit. The roof was the very place for
the emperor. So be called a halt, and
one of his staff was sent to claim ad-
mission. The officer knocked and
knocked, but in vain. At the third on-
slaught, however, steps were heard
descending the stairs, and the voice of
the old chemist demanded: "What silly
fool Is that" The staff contained its
Laughter, for the emperor had heard
But without showing any sign of an-
novenas his majesty uttered the one
wont "Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?"
demanded the chemist. "Wilhelm von
Hohensolleru!" thundered the emper-
or. The shivering chemist, covered
with confusion, flung open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equiv-
alent to Siberia, but the emperor
strode past him without even giving
him a look. When he was leaving
however, he called the man to hio
horse's head and placed In his hand
the largest coin which bears the im-
perial likeness. "There!" he said
"accept this portrait of a silly fool!"
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
Ken Who Are Selected to Do the
Shooting Are More or Less
Affected.
The ceremony of disposing of • con-
demned spy in the English army always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New York Herald. The unfortunate
man is surrounded by a detachment of
infantry, and, after he is provided with
a pick and shovel, he is marched off to
• selected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This done, the tools are
taken from him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads
portions selected from the burial serv-
ice and from the ranks of the escort 12
men are selected at random by the of-
ficer in charge. These men, having
stacked their own rifles, are led to where
U other riDes are awaiting them, six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges
One of these is banded to each man, so
that no one knows whether the rifle he
holds contains a bullet or not and none
ean say for certain that the shot tired by
him killed the prisoner. The firing par-
ty then marches to an appointed posi-
tion. The commands "Present!"
'Fire!" are given and almost before
the last word rings out the volley is
Sred and the spy falls Into the grave
he has dug. Nearly every man is more
0- less affected on being selected to
torts one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so
overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles.
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
Does Not Perform Deeds of Valor,
But His Services Are
Invaluable.
- -
Some idea of the "general utility"
Services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
made by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of
the Russian army, as reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little, war correspondent In
the far east in his article —Leann'
Round' with the Engineers" in the
Technical World Magazine.
"We have not done the things which
bring to one the St. George cross or even
the Stantalaus and puts our names in
the paper and brings the message from
his majesty," said the little captain, as
be came back to me black with powder.
"We have not charged the enemy or
captured many guns or saved the posi-
tion. We have but made a road over the
mountain. That is aft Yet five men,
they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a beide, yet still, it was
not the child's play, and some day when
the Japanese. are pressing bard down
that valley over there, and it is wanted
to save the day that many troops and
many guns be pushed to that position
over there at the head of the valley, then
this road we have builded will save the
day because It is the straight line and
will be wide and smooth. What say you,
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution In India.
Within a few weeks a eon of Keshub
Chunder Sea, the famous organizer of
the Brehm° Somaj of India, has roar-
' Ned the widowed daughter of a rajah.
'That is an extraordinary rebellion
, against an ancient rule in India, and
I the beginning of a domestic revolution
which has the support of many ad-
varced Hindoos who do not. themselves
dare to more than speak in its favor.
One on the Poet.
Office Boy—There are two men out
there, sir, who want to see you; one
of them is a poet and the other a deaf
Man.
Editor--Well, go out and tell the
poet that the deaf man is the editor.—
' Tit-Bits.
Where His Advantage Lay.
Pint Man—How do you do? .
Second Man—Beg pardon, but -Toe
have the advantage of mo.
'First Usa—Yes I guess I have. .Web,
wIre engaged to the tame girl, but yea
slurried her.—PIttitburit .
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPULATION OP RURAL NEW
YODE COUNTIES DECLINES.
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect—Some of
the Cauees.
-
Tmenty-one of the Ill counties of
New York bad fewer iohabitants by
the census of 1990 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area oi
the state, showed a falling oft in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds oi
inhabitin'ts to some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
Larger reees.
Latex county, In northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
population Ives attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy.persons, and these
conditions are reflected In the ensuing
The years between 1900 and 1906
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
*as supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation in interior counties vrollid
cease, that 601110 of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhape
Improved conditions would be reflected
la the census figures of this year,
obeli show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compares
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed state census shoos that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five year*
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemang, which Includes the city col
Elmira, heretofore one of the largess
manufacturing towns In the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The failing off in Che-
wing in eve years waa 2,458,eand in
Ateuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in five
years show at least very little gain
One of these is Dutchess, which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,C89—•
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief distinc-
tion of which is that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, ha. Increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
lost in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hope; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works;
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattsburg; Schobarte; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene,
which includes the city of Catal011.
Hamilton in the Adirondack', Fulton
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, which increases its agri
cultural products every year, but con-
tinues to lose steadily in population
No other state of the country has so
,arge a proportion of counties which
see falling behind in population as
New York, that is, none of the larger
states. The explanation of these
changes I. found probably in the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter-
ests.
In five years Schenectady has
jumped from 46.000 to 71,000 popula-
tion, Rockland from 38,000 to 45,000,
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 15 years the population of New
Turk has increased 21 per ent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewer
Inhabitants than they bad 15 years
aim
Squelched.
Man it
orward to a railroad journey as n
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with the; just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op-
posite would perslet in trying to talk
as the train moved swiftly along.
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
green, isn't It?" said the would-be con-
versationalist, pleasantly.
"Yes," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gan another chapter.
The Chugs.
"Josia," asked Mn. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines?"
"They use one of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugvrater, with
dbme trritation.—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What." asked the tall-browed pro-
fessor, "are the principal by-products
31. the steel industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
swered the student from an interior
village —Chicago Daily News,
Husband's Recompense,
The Comanche Indians have a law that
if shuck runs Away with another's squaw
,klellinst as to have all his
Marital infraction is said to be rare
II'. tribe.
PROTECT BREEDING BIRDS.
Reservations Established by Presi-
dent's Order in Three
Locations.
Executive orders creating three new
reservations for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
to. The names and locations of these
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
embracing all of the unsurveyed islands
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
the south of Isle Royal. in Lake Superior.
Mich. This reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, In
township 64 north, range 6 west. Upon
these islands between 6.000 and 10,040
herring guilt breed annually, besides a
number of other species not naily so
numerous. It is the largest and most
important herring gull colony within
the limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation." ern
Huron Islands group lying near the
Huron islands group, lying near the
south shore of Lake Superior and em-
bracing sections 26. 27, 34 and 35. in
township 53 north, range 29 west, Mich-
igan. Some 1.500 gulls, together 'with:'
number of other water birds, breed upce
these islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," ern
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
known as Passage Key. and situated in
section 6, township 34 south, range 16
east. Thousands of handsome terns
have bred upon this little key annually
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
hunters made regular trips to the island,
and each time not only plundered the
nests of the fresh eggs. but also de-
stroyed all eggs partially incubated,
and unfit for use. This action prom-
ised annihilation of the colony within
a year or two. At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most active other parties in-
augurated a movement to secure title
co the island for resort purposes. Tiltr
effort, if It had been successful. wenle
have resulted in a destruction of the
breeding colony, as complete aril al.
most as soon as the egg bunters would
have aceornplezhed that end so that the
creation of the reservation is said to be
extremely opportune.
The National Association of Audubon
societies hes placed wardens In charge
of Tach of these reservations, and the
slaughter et the birds and plundering of
their nests has been stopped.
-
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
Many family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment Houses of New
York City.
- -
"No postmen the country over see so
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force," said the man
to the gray uniform, as be lighted a com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every cranny In
a furnished room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceals
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to hide yourself-fa and then so
many young men and women coming
here in search of fine positions or ca-
reers meet wale discouragement. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
life itself.
"In fists and apartment houses where
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house where it
passes through the hands of servants,
you can see women in all steles of neg-
ligee costumes, hanging over the bal-
ustrades, their eyes just begging for
letter.
"One woman In particular I remem-
ber. She lived in a flat four flights up,
and morning after morning I would
find her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mall to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
tier, and she never told me her story,
but somehow you could read it In her
face, which grew thinner every day.
Nt last I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint, after one scream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run
"Then there was a nice little girl wild
watched for me every delivery last sum tFls-
enere---fibeitt--efwarraar—
mamma to-day? and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
'minor told me about them. The hus-
band had deserted them—and in the
end, as the woman was sickly—the
city had to take care of them. It make,
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit.
tie thing being in an orphanage."
An Ingenious Policeman.
Many tales have been told of the
"finest." tut the ingenuity of a Newark
cop on trial for neglect of duty is Lard
to beat.
A jewelry shop had been entered and
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took place between
the police commissioner and the ac-
cuse
didn't you see the man?""Why
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
him what he was doing hanging
around,"
"What d he was 
loo
ldhe say?"kin.
into-the loca-
tion, as he was goin' in for jewelry him.
self."
"'Well, he did. He robbed the store."
'Well, your hOnor, even if he was a
Wei, he was no liar."—N. Y. Sun.de
'totem Life,
She—is it tree that your brother ta
trig to remarry Lis divorced wife?
He—Yes ha became so well ate
quainter, wit)' levw during the divorce
trial that he tell to love with bar.—
piegende Moats&
A TEST BY FIREMEN.
=PLOSIVES BURNED TO AS-
CERTAIN THE DANGER.
Cartridges Explode with Insufficient
Norco to Do Much Damage—
Interesting Expert-.
ment.
An interesting experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
firemen at Duluth, sae a the Boston
Herald, for the purpose of having de-
termined the extent el danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. In a great many hardware stores ,
It is known that ammunition is carried ,
In stock, and in gun stores ammuni- Will
Lion, of course, is a regular part of the!
stock in trade. It has been thought }
that this class of material was of
character that would prove seriously 1
dangerous in case of fire, becauee fire-
men would naturally Le afraid to en-
ter buildings where, in consequence of
explosions, their lives would be endan-
gered. It has been customary in most
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulating the amount of gunpowder that
can be carried in a mercantile stock,
and also designating the manner in
which the powder shall be kept and
the place in the store in which the re-
ceptabie shall be placed. Thus, In
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at Any one time shall be strictly lim-
ited, and that the metal box in which
It is kept shall be placed near the
door of the store at a place known to
the firemen, so that in the event of
Are it can be easily removed. But
with fixed ammunition regulations of
this kind are not in force, and a great
deal has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
A current belief has existed that If
a gun store were to take fire it would
be dangerous to enter it, and, indeed,
it might be dangerous for anyone to
pass in the near vicinity at the time
of the Are. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practically simultaneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
In a building put up for the purpose,
in which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both in paper shells and also metallic
rifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth-
er, in the two tests, in co e of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
fined apace, as in boxes, b1,000 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment.
It was found, as the result of put-
ting these In buildings specially built
to pa burned down, that an exploding
cartridge has sot aufficien" force to
tear open the adjacent cart, idge, and,
therefore, cannot communicate fro to
the powder charge of its neighbor In
a fire each cartridge explodes indivitt.
ually, and explodes when its Twit-ti".
ular primer is heated to the fie. aing
point, but the flash from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge,
consequently, instead of having simul-
taneoes explosions, there is a series
of exe.usions, though when there are
large quantities of annuelnition burn-
ing these follow in quick succession,
like musketry fire.
The danger from il)Ing fragments of
exploding cartridges is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartrilge
shell, when unKiimiurte.i by the run
chamber, bursts :it the first indi-ation
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends its enerief
In tearing ru or the shell rather than
in throwing the bullet fortvard, and
as there is nothine to confine Cie re.
caning gas, it has little propulsive
force. Often the heads of the art-
ridges are torn off and thrown fome
Ii tie distance, but the bullets hardle
ever fly; that is, the heavier parts of
the cartridge remain behind anil only
the lighter parts are thrown off and 
with no great force or velocity.
Ill a tire firemen can keep well beyond
the range of the throve. ft eie-netes and
still be within easy nor! lug di rice
ar d as close to the tire as the her t will
permit
In the Duluth tests It er./13 Nun(' that
fragments of cartridges were tbrown
from 20 to 30 feet, but with so 13w a
velocity that those who were hit suf,
fe-ed no discomfiture. The eartridps
b" rued contained more than 406
pounds of black an I emekeless pow
A.,. a euffcient quantity. if
bulk, to have made a very see:oes ex-
plosion; but when thus divided it was
found that little, if any, damage vet uld
be caused by it
Sanitarium and Sanatorium.
These two terms are frequently con-
fused: "Sanitarium" is frorn sanitits
weaning health, and la correctly applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con-
valescents. Sanatorium, from senate, to
heal. Is correctly applied to institutions
designed for the special treatment of
Melt persons, as, for instance, places
where consumptives are treated.—
Myerson's American Family Magazine.
Plain Talk.
Housewife—And you left your last
piece because of a quarrel with your
mistress?
Applicant—Not a quarrel, mum. Jim D
*'How was It; thee"
"Weil, mute, its was hither Inter- I
feign' !rid sae, ant I Apia to her
One lady to anotbet.* LE Pressing and Cl
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WANTED-4'c( U. S. Army;
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•agLoj 21 and 35; citizens of the
.fltrStates, of good &erecter and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
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viindow-pane literature,
a literature that has been w'ritten by'
- 'lovers, usually, with diamond rings
upon the windows of castles, lash-
icipable restaurants, country inns, pal-
aces and other romantic places.
The. most beautiful piece of win-
4:law-pane literature was written in
collaboration by Raleigh and Queen
Elizabeth. All the world knows how
'Raleigh scratched upon the window:
.Fain would I climb, but that I fear
to fall.
To this sine the queen herself ap-
per.ded:
If thy heart fail. thou ne'er wilt climb
at all.
Tlie unhappy Mary, queen of Scots,
-scratched on a window in Fotherin-
And from the top of all my trust
Mishap has thrown me in the dust.
' in an old inn near Croydon Four.
Corners, N. H., there is on the tap-
room window the quatrain:
DOst is lighter than a feather,
The wind much lighter than either;
alas, frail womankind
Is Tighter far than is the wind.
Below- this are the lines:
rt.• ,
Friend, you mistake the matter quite.
'How can you say that woman's
To6Tr'•Corvus yews, throughout his
lite,
l'
idis aviest piigue has been his 
 4ts
ft.
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Warren & Warren
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433 Broadway.
Nothing
Is better for simmer
complaints than 'pure
.home made .
NUPTIALS TODAY
MISS JE3SIE BYRD AND
PROFESS ..)R ALEXANDER
We:D.
Miss Carolyi.e Ham Entertained
With Supptr-Theatre Party-Miss
Nash Weds Rector Sykes.
This morning at eight o'clock Miss
Jessie Byrd of this city and Professor
William Alexander of- Lexington,
Miss., will be married at the Broad-
way Methodist church by Rev. T. J.
Newell, immediately billow the
ceremony the couple depart for Chi-
cago where tit- groom takes a normal
course. In tl. . 1 they go to Lex-
oigion to res..,
Delightful Party.
Miss Caroline Ham yesterday
afternoon entertained friends with
stipper at Wallace park, and after
wards with a theatre party at Tha
Casino. It was complimentary to
Misses Mae Baynes of Birmingham,
Ala., and Mary Bird Stewart of Cin-
cinnati, who are guests of Miss Ella
Wilhelm, and Miss Mary Coombs,
who is visiting Miss Ham. A dt-
Eghtful time was had.
Married at Metropolis.
Miss Blanche Buchanan and Mr.
William A. Hurley have returned
prom Metropolis where they married
tiaturday. The bride resided on South
Sixteenth street and was former!y
operator for the Cumberland tele-
phone company, while the groom is
cennected with the basket factory in
Mechanicsburg.
Many in Arkansas.
This evening at Hope, Ark., Rector
John W. Sykes o1 that city, will be
united in marriac to Miss Jessie
Nash of Paducah.' .
The Wilde ',is. the cultured and
graceful daughter' of Mr. and Mrs.
M. B. Nash of this city and quite a
well known woman, while the groom
was formerly rector of Grace Epis-
copal church here, but now has
fcharge of. e host congregation. -
The ki has been visiting Mr.
and Mfs. . C. Webb of Hope, and
at their home the ceremony occurs.
a
Blackberry Cordial
We have the genii-
itie article in 25c,
pc and $1 bottles.
R. W. W LUKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
!Druggists , iPlith and B'svity.
Both Phase rys.
MARINE HOSPITAL DISCONTINUED
(Continued from Page One„)
riding several questions, one being
about the health officer who will be
elected. Dr. William T. Graves ha;
been the health officer for several
years and is aaandidate for re-elec-
tion now, whi Drs. H. P Sight:
and C. H. Brothers are applicants
for the place. The two are each
members -Of the board of health
which elects the 8fficer.
First Summer Meeting.
The McCracken County Medical
society tomorrow holds its first out-
door meeting of the year at
Metropolis landing, and will be in
the nature of a picnic, at which
time the physicians go out with thzir
wives to take dinner in the woods
and enjoy themselves.
STORMY SESSION
041. THE SCHOOL BOARRD
(Continued from Page One.)
By the above elections all the old
teachers applying were 're-elected.
Those who did not appfy are Misses
Vriginia Johnson, Blanche Moore,
Jessie Byrd and Professor keener
Redolph. The latter has given up
his place to resume college studies,
and Prof. J. S. Coleman of Graves
county takes his place, it being the
sixth grade at the Washington build-
ing. Nobody has yet been chosen to
take tha places of the three ladies
not applying. Miss Johnson had
the fourth grade at the Lee build-
ing. Miss Moore the second grade at
!he McKinley building, and Miss
Byrd the first grade, at the Jefferson.
Their successors will be selected at
he next session, while it cannot bc 
told when the English teachership
will be decided as each side seems
determined.
At several points during the meet-
ing things, assumed quite a stormy.
condition, as certain parties very
ilainly told the others they
were stating, things utterly false.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER
River Men Attribute Change in
Stage to Reduction in Tim-
ber Land.
-River filen lirt-eatrtmenttner on-the
difference between the recent rise
and the June rise as it used to be
says Lou;sville H,rald. Not so many
years ago the banks of the Ohio and
the tributaries were thickly clothed
with forests and in those days the
rains that fell did not run off thc
ground drectly into the river as they
do now, but were neld by the trees
and thick undergrowth, which let it
gradually p‘rcolate into the streams,
causing a slow, continuous rise ex-
tending over a period of several day3
and even weeks. Sometimes th•
heavy forests that clotked the moun-
tains around the headwaters pr--
s.rved the snows from melting untill
the hot weather of June, -and these
snows, combined with the heavy
rains often caused a rise reseinblling
the which usually occurs rlo.v in
I ebruary or March.
MISSSIONARY CONFERENCES
(Continued from Page One.)
at 4 o'clock at the church,
started their rehearsals for
'Children's Day" ceremonies. At
hour each afternoon this week
little ones will assemble at
church for this purpose.
and
the
this
the
the
Sunday-School Conference.
The Sunday schools of the eighth
magisterial district will hold a con-
ference tomorrow evening at the
Palestine church in the county.
•
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, Part,/
of five or over $1.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
farther particulars see,
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Paso
Agent. Phone 33.
The North American of Philadel-
phia prints every day extracts from
the North American a hundred years
before. In its issue of May ail 1036,
it ptsblishes from its issue of the
same date, 18o6, the following de-
scription of the discovery of natural
gas in Kentucky:
Surprising Extrication
• nubble Air.
Near one of the sources of
river, in Kentucky, there is a
t:on of phlogistous gas from some-
thing in the interior strata of the
earth in greater quantity than is per-
haps known in any part of the world.
This light and inflammable fluid is
discharged through water into the
atmosphere. It bubbles incessantly
through the coaster of a muddy pool
of about two rods in diameter. The
gas readily takes flame on b
gunpowder in it, or by -fFe—approach
of any blazing body. The volume
of it is so great that a man who ap-
proached near enough to snap a pis-
tol in it which he held in his hand,
was suddenly enveloped in t!le flame,
urning 
PYTHIAN OFFICERS.
New Ones Chosen During Last Eve-
Gatheting.
Last evening the Knights ofPythias
held an interesting meeting at their
hall on Broadway near Fifth, during
which time the degrees were confer-
red on several candidates.. and elect-
tion of officers chosen as follows:
--t--4-1stowialawseelosilmatessimmos 
end sorely singed Wore, he could
escape. When set on fire, it. burns
with remarkable splendor and vehem-
ence, not only for. hours, but days
anti weeks ih succession, mounting to
the height of ten or twelve feet or
more. The relator of this (Mr. Sen-
ator Breckinridge)iiii one of iaparlY
that encamped near this aerial foun-
tain, on an excursion through the
wo-ods. They discovered :that after
the inflammable air had been on fire
for six or eightshours, the water of
the pond wat heated to an uncom-
fortable degree, and 'emitted oopious
exhalations; and the ebutition at he
spot 'through which the air ascend-
ed was more vehement.
It was judged that if the flame had
been sufficiently continued the water
would have been made to boil, and
all have been evaporated. Then the
surrounding space Would have been
heated and dried. And lastly, there
was reason to suppose that the car-
bonic matter in the bottom of the
pond would have been put into h•
state of combustion. It appeared
if this had really hapened on some
former occasion.
When once in a blaze there see
to be no end to its burning, but tl.
stop which a storm of wind and rain
may put to it.
This is a matter of considerable
historical interest 'to our own people,
comments the Liouisville Post. It is
not the story of an irresponsible cth-
server, but the sdatemem of a man
whose ability and character is well,
recognized - Senator Breckinridge,
one of the great men of the earlier
days. in Kentucky.
The steamer Clyde came out of
the Tennessee river last night. She 
hgets away on .er return at five
o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
The Georgia Lee
todier and gets here Thursday
her way to Cincinnati.
leaves Memphie
on
The City of Saltillo will leave St.
Louis today and get here tomorrow
night late en route to the Tennessee
river.
Great Clearance Sale
of Fine Millinery
Everything in the house will be saki at Greedy Reduced prices.
M. FLORREE
,A1.! ?316 BROADWAY.
A. D. Buchanan, chancellor comman-
der; R. L. Palmer, vice chancellor;
Robert Duke, master of work; F. S.
Johnson, prelate; If. J. Bookhammer,
master at arms; Jerry Manford, in-
side guard; F. G. Ross, outside guard,
Wt J. Humphreys, trustee and Alex
Kulp, Al Young, and Lawrence S
Gleaves, delegates to the Kentucky
grand lodge which meets in Louis-
villt next September. The officers
air all for six mouths, except trustee
who goes in for eighteen months.
After the business session the
members enjoyed a swell banquet iii
the hall.
NATURAL GAS IN KENTUCKY
A HUNDRED YEARS ABOI
of Inflam-
Licking
separa-
PABST BLUE RIBBON
, BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet
Palmer Howe Bar,
L. A. I,agornarsino.
for ths sweet girl graduate and fo
all occasions watcheo rings, locketso
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
met collar pine, also silver naveltiOu
of all descriptions.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and chant.
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
J. L. WANNER
Jeweler
428 Broadway. WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY
Soim, Bargains In Office Supplies
We, are putting in Factory Lines of Carbon Papers; Type Writer
Papers, etc.. To close out our presetnt stock we lager the following
goods at the prices quoted for Jun e delivery only.:
Carbon Papers at. 
- -tr.25, tz.00 and $2.50
Worth $2.00, $2.50 and $3.Oo per box.
Type Winter Papers at  65e, $1.00 and $1 5o.
Wirth 9oc, $1.35 and ;2.00 per
Arnolds, Cartteni and Sanfords Ink per quart 43c. Worth 65c.
Knickerbocker Covers ot 4oc per 100, Worth 6o events.
NEVER AGAIN AT THIS PRICE.
Harbour's Book Department.
Ail. Kinds Monument.' and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE,BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: doe* not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
BOLE AGENT, 11* TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH. KY.
"E.  
ALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence...
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, HT
lb
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reassnablo.
224 Broadway
J. J. Bleich,
PADUCAH, HT.
Williams
Will Sell Toil a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bkycle :
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
lit will' save you car fare
la will tike you home to lunch
It will save you a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.
ream.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," 'Mon-
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" B.
cycles are the best that can be pro-
duced $15 up.
See our stock of Second Hasa
bicycles.
PHONE 723-a.
Cheapest house in town for Tire s, Bells, Pumps, Saddiell• et& lime
member the place.
tati' and ra8 North Fifth Street. Newt to Kentucky Theatre.
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons at Elevator Both T elephones254.
Foot of Ill
SILI111. west 11(entlicky Cool Co..
Incorporated.
4
